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PADUCAH. KY.. T'ItIDAY EVENING. JT:LY 5 
1907.XXI. N  
IZA.TION
!k THREE STATES
rn Hold Big Meeting in
Metropolis, III.
sen as Next Place of
and Headquarters fc r
First Year.
ERS *WE'RE ROSEN.C 
Ill,. July S. (Special.
of Kentueky and Illinois
polls yesterday and ef-
ruaneet interstate organ-
t of five delegates vent
Otego tribe, three of
n's offleers were eitleeted
put on the executire
The officers elected were:
elm, Metropolis, rrresi-
reundlich, Paducah, vice
Wilstach , Paducah, eecre-
Ingram, Paducah, trees-
400112mittee—J. H. Weimer,
U. E. Smith, Metropolis,
Guthrie, Cartersville, HI.
ye committee—Judge D. A.
limb; Arthur Weaver,
Henri Walters, Jr., Gel-
rtant subcommittees to
details of the next Zonven-
cah in July, 1910,8, will
later. It is probable
convention next year will
days July 3 and 4. Head -
the interstate association
aducah during the next
art tribes of Red Men
responded as beartily as
, but with the perman-
lion yesterday, they will
of the association's fii-
m given ,seserday at
Was thoroughly enjoyed
ahans who attended, and
people gave all .the visitors
ation. A parade In cos-
-Red Men in the morn-
athletic sports, comic
Indian sports, massacres
bands in the afternoon,
sr and fireworks at night.
day's features. The bust-






held over for petit lar-
oesion that he stole a
:wear from Gib Pork.
was dismissed on the
obtaining money by false
His road of travel has
y one lately. Fred first
as a prosecuting witness
Vill Dixon for housebreak-
er he was served with a no-
lo wife had sued for tit-
he was arrested for soli-
d pipe. He was given
re the lead, which he
d to a junk dealer near
He went to the dealer
ad a beating. He re-
lice Judge Cross, and
ed himself that the lead
udge Cross dIstniseed
ed in the next inetent
r petit larceny at the 1n-
rk.
layer's Scalp Cat.
brick struck G. G. Jones,
of 1611 Clay street, on
the head this morning at
hilts he was working at
Howse, and cut a deep
scalp. Dr, Vernon Blythe
a injury, taking several
close the wound.
Spike in Hand.
Walters, employed by the
iv company as overerr
uy's fleet at the isliMd
city, ran a spike through
hie right hand yesterday.
ndley dressed the injury.
CARTRIDGE
S ONE VICTIM
person was found today
Injured by a blank
a pistol yesterday.
in to have had warning
and to nave been care-
este. Mt. Lee Tiek, 326
attitet "fteeldentatly die-
pistol, which was loaded
*fir dges and the wad-
were blown into his





Small Riot at Gregory
This Morning
J. S. Finley Is Struck Down By Fire
Men When He Tries to Enforce
His Orders.
NN.
;HEY ALL MAKE THEIR ESCAPE.
Partly cloudy tonight and Satur-
day. Highest temperature yesterday,
Mt; lob-est today, 07. .....
ROCKEFELLER.
Chicago, July 5.—After John
D. Rockefeller arrives here he
may not take the stand in the
Chicago-Alton rebate cases. The
Standard Oil attorneys will
plead with Judge Landis, not to
tall Rockefeller as a witness,
promising to give the court de-




to information received here to-
day, there is grave danger of a
revolt among the peasants of
the country, arising over the re-
duced wages among farm hands.
The government is preparing to
send troops to the interior,
CHININE IMPORTS.
Washington, D. C., July &—
Official report the Chinese gov-
ernment just received says
American imports into China
fell off several millions last
year, Other countries showed
an equally depressing decrease.
The decrease i9 British goods is
33 per cent.
BELGIANS WIN.
London, July 5.—The Belgian
crew today won the grand chal-
lenge cup in the Henley regatta.




Dallas National bank, of Miami,
FL*, was closed today by direc-
tion of the comptroller of the
currency upon Information he
received from Rank Examiner
McDonald that the bank is in-
solvent, The resource.: and lia-
bilities of the hank are about
$1,400,000.
DIDN'T HEAR TRAIN,
Marmet, W. Va., July 5.—Ray
Goodsby, and George Gales were
Instantly killed today on the C.
& 0. railroad. They sat on the
track to rest and failed to hear
the approach of a passenger
train, owing to the noise made
by a freight on the other track.
' PLANT BURNS.
Lebanon, Ky., July The
Lanham Lumber company's
hardwood and flooring plant
burned today, The loss was $30,-
000.
SMUGGLE VICTIMS.
New York, July 5.— Having
smuggled victims away follow-
ing the wreck, the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit company left the
police wondering how many per-
sons were Injured in a crush of
trains on the Brighton Beach
line today. It is said many
were hurts The read was tied up
several bourn. Road officials geld
all the injured were cared for
and are resting easily.
ANM-SUFFRAGE.
Lansing, Mich., July 5,—u-o-
men's suffrage was rejected hi
the general assembly today by
a vote of 00 to 44.
TENNIS CHAMPION.
London, Miss.., 3ply 5.— May
Sutton, the American tennis
champion, today won the Eng-
lish championship for the sec-
ond time, by defeating Mrs.
Chambers lat two sets.
**UNWRITTEN LAW."
Brussels, July 5.— Carlos
Waddington was acquitted to-
day of the charge of murdering
E. Dalmeda, an attache of the
Chilean embassy. He was kill-
ed by Waddington because he re-
fused to marry Waddington's
sister, whom he betrayed. Wad•
diastole' defense was the un-
written law.
HAYWOOD CASE.
Hoist, July 5.-4.7ourt con-
vened late today in order to give
the defense in the Haywohd
trial a chance to get certain





Attacked by five colored men with
staves and shovels J. S. Finley, 703
South Thirteenth street/ foreman of
the gang Improving Gregbry Heights,
in the west en struck aerobe
the head, on tatters and his
left arm was d useless this
morning at 1 'clock. Realiz-
ing that he was against hopeless odds
he retreated steadily from the small
mob, overawing them by his calm
nese.
The trouble arose over one of the
drivers of the wagons used in hauling
dirt in the grading, refusing to obey
Finley's orders not to enter a gate.
Finley jerked his team around and
whew the man advanced on hint,
kicked him several times until the
man retreated. Going over to where
his companion drivers were, the fel-
low parleyed with them a few min-
utes, then shouted to Finley, "Damm
you, I'll show you I'll go through
that gate," and started to drive his
wagon through.
Five Attack Him,
Finley caught up a stake from the
ground and started toward the fel-
low on the wagon, As he made ready
to strike, one of the five others in
the crowd struck Mr. Finley a hard
blow across the head with a stake. In
rapid succession blows fell from var-
ious ones in the crowd, on his fallout-
ders and his left arm was numbed by
a heavy blow from a shovel.
One of the fellows in the crowd
tried to get his companions to *tend
aside and let the first driver and Fin-
ley fight it out, but they paid no at-
tention to his advice.
. Finley then sprang out of the
crowd and started toward the house.
The one who had sought to avert a
general ruw, barred the gate to keep
the others from leaving with their
teams, and went into the house to
telephone to the police Four of the
drivers took the bars down and drove
furiously toward the city, Henry
Bell, the driver with whom Finley
had had the quarrel, left his team in
the field and fled.
In the crowd those known to Fin-
ley were Henry and Jim Bell, one
caned "Blue" and a driver for a man
named Liles on the Broadway road.
Finley said this afternoon in Coun-
ty Attorney Alben Barkley's office,
that he freely admitted he kicked the
driver, but that he had not done so
until the fellow advanced on him
with a stake. He said he had an open
knife in his hand but did not want to
seriously injure the fellow. After
this round he discharged the fellow
and the last row, in which several at-
tacked him, the discharged one was
the leader.
Finley telephoned into Magistrate
Emery's court for an officer, but was
referred to the polioe. He was con-
sulting Attorney Barkley to decide
about how to prosecute them.
DAY CELEBRATED
GENERALLY HERE
Paducahans Had Many At-
tractions and Thousands
Were Divided Among The
Various Amusements
BANNER CROWD AT THE PARK.
Independence Day Was more gen-
erally celebrated yeaderday in this
section than for years past. Secret
societies had much to do with the
organization of celebrations, but ev-
erybody seemed to take great interest
and last night the skies were ablase
with rockets and balls of fire.
Wallace park bad the banner
crowd of the season last night. The
Red Men took several hundred to
Metropolis, the Knights of Pythias
had over 709 at Owen's cave, May-
field attracted a big delegation from
Paducah, and groups were scattered
at Kutawa, Murray and other places.
A few shooting and cutting
*crapes, fortunately none of them
resulting fatally, sted minor accidents
aere all that went tit mar the °eras-
ion. It was a sane Fourth and a
11 ly one, too.
aniks to The Stlu's cruised,, the
the loaded caner were
absence
WATCH THE WATE;', RISE
10 CXNTS PER WEEK
  1P AMMAR HORSES
LEAVE MAY
Owners Declare They DIG/ .
Receive Square Deal
Charge Made Against Harris in F
Race Led Almost te Riot in
Patklocir.
RESULTS OF DAY'S RAMA/
Mayfield, Ky., July 6—(Speclal)
There was an incipient riot here
ter the first race yesterday, but no
gjin canie of it.. Declaring that C.
H Harris, driver of "Blackwood",
il ' fouled Charles Boswell, driving
1_1-, Key" in the one mile hea
cent, the first race an th
crowd started for the
ce es Harris, and bit
• p-esence of min
r ' Paducah
bee
is • s to do e
to. ;
with,
—McDougall in Philar'elphia North American.
Boy Drowns in Sight of Father;
But Latter Does Not Miss Him
Orval Faughn, Overcame With
Heat, Toppled off Log and
Died in Ohio River at Brook-
port Yesterday
MUSSEL FISHERMAN'S CHILD.
,Brook,port, III., July 5.—(Special)
—Overcome with beat yesterday af-
ternoon, Orvall Fanghn, 5 years old,
fell from a log hoe the Ohio river at
the Avast corporatIos line, and was
drowned within sight of his father,
George Faughn, who did not miss
the boy until he started home.
Mr. Faughn was mussel fishing
and the boy went down to play near
his father. Mr. Faughn saw the lad
sit on a• log to fish, and then turned
his attention to his work. Afterwards
Mr. Flaughn looked up and miesed
the boy, but supposed he had gone
home. When Mr, Faughn went to the
house and Orvali had not been there,
he returned to the river bank and in-
vestigated around the log. He espied
the lad's body lying in the water a
few feet away.
The father carried the still form
tenderly home, but life was extinct
and doctors could do nothing. The
funeral took place this afternoon.
The burial was in the city cemetery.
GRAIN MARKET.
Cincinnati, July 5.— Wheat,
06; corn, 36; oats, 46.
BURGLARS GO THROUGH
J. 0. KEEBLER33 HOUSE.
Burglars put in good work while
Mr. J. 0. Keebler, superintendent of
the city electric plant and Mrs. Keeb-
ler were at Owens cave yesterday.
When they returned last slight they
found everything torn up and all the
furniture scattered around the room.
Only a black fruit of clothes has been
missed so far. No clew to the rob-
bers has been found.
Going After Escaped "Trusty."
Detective 14. J. Moore will go to
East St. Louis tonight to bring back
Hermann Matthews, who escaped
from Paducah county jail Labor Day.
He was fined $100 and given six
months in jail for cutting in sudden
heat and passion and had SO days
more to serve. He escaped while a
trusty. Requisition papers arrived to-
day.
Little Ladle Neihans.
The funeral of Lucile, the Infant
of Mr. and Mrs. John Isreihaus, of
726 South Sixth street, was held
yesterday afternoon at 5 o'clock, bur-
ial in Oak Grove cemetery.
CRAP SHOOTERS
WILL BE ARRESTED
Magistrate Charles Emery issued
20 warrants today against as many
white and colored men who engaged
in a crap game near Wallace pars
yesterday afternoon. The warrants
bare been turned over to the police
to serve and Magistrate emery willi
tt give out the names until they
have been landed, from tear of
their taking warning and leaving the
city. One 'cif the men who took part
In the Walls gave the naDiell- at, tha
(-Ohara Is Arkstatrate Emery. "
IHOUSEBREAKING CHARGE
AGAINST CAPT. WOOD'S SON.
Charded with housebreaking, Ed-
win Wood is being held pending
trial. He is a son of former Captain
of Police Joe Wood, and patrolmen
say they will make out a strong case
against him. Wood was arrested
yesterday morning by Patrolmen
Alexander and Orr. He had a badly
cut hand and In his possession was
found tobacco, eggs, beef and other
supplies identified as those taken
from the Roof grocery, Seventh and
Tennessee streets, on the night of
July 3. Blood was found on the
window, where the burglar bad cut
his hand. it was traced to a house
two squares away, where Wood was
found with his hand bandaged. His




Parochial School Has crown
Beyond Capacity of Present
Building and Demands Will
Be Net By Church
BIG SUBSTANTIAL STRUCTURE.
St. Mary's Catholic Academy, Fifth
and Monroe streets, will be enlarged
this summer by the erection of a
new building where the old school
building now stands. The plans for
the new building are not finished but
work on the building is expected to
be under way before the end of this
month. It will be a substantial brick
building arranged on the most im-
proved school plans and capable of
accommodating many more pupils
than the .old building. The old
building was the first one built by
the church in Paducah and later the
handsome brick building on the cor-
ner was built. The patronage of the
school has increased to the point
where they are crowded for room,
and when the new accommodations
are completed the growth of the
school will be taken care of for many
years.
It is not expected to finish the new
building before school opens lir Sep-
tember but part of the old building
will be moved back and utilized for
temporary quarters. Rooms Ingide
the corner building will be turned
Into school rooms so that the pupils
will not be inconvenienced in their
work.
The contract was awarded to Mr.
George Weikel.
Mary Lustiest Perpoli.
Mary Louise Perpoil, S years and
one month Old :died this morning at
8:30 o'clock at the residence of
Mrs. J. W. McGuire, on the Peck
road. She was the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William Perpoll, the former
switchman of Memphis, and was
With her Mother visiting Mrs. Mc-
Guire, a sister of Mrs, Perpoil. She
had been ill of diphtheria and this
morning was seized with an attack
of heart trouble, dying a few mo-
ments after at iced. A doctor was
called, render no Must-
sacs. tfWjll ba trellorraw
akocic.- The 'Rm. W.
BENTON DENTIST
SERIOUSLY HURT
Leg is Caught Between Wheel
and Frame of Heavy Freight
Wagon and Crushed---Will
be Confined For Weeks
FIGHT AT MURRAY YESTERDAY.
Benton, Ky., July G.
Benton was quiet yesterday, except
for a few private fireworks exhibi-
tions at night., and no accidents mar-
red the occasion,. Many people went
to Paducah, Mayfield, Murray and
Little Cypress. Wednesday night
Dr. R. E. Foust, a well known dent-
ist, met with an accident that will con
fine him to his bed several weeks.
He was returning on a freight wagon
with a picnic party from the river,
when one of his legs was caught be-
tween the frame of the wagon and
the wheel, and ground in a terrible
manner. Drs. L. E. Jones and Sell-
ley attended him.
Fight at Murray.
Murray, Ky., July 5—(Special)--
Joe Utterback, a young man, was
cut ten times about the face and neck
during the Fourth of July celebra-
tion yesterday by Oatman Farley.
The wounds required a number of
stitches to close, but are not serious.
Drs. Mason and Hall attended the
wounded man.
KOLB BROS. HAVE tira3-0ME
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS.
Many of the extracts and chemi-
cals sold by Kolb Bros. are to be
manufactured out of the elements
by Kolb Bros., of this city. Mr. Her-
man Koegal, of Newport, has ar-
rived in the city and will have charge
of the pharmaceutical department.
Mr. Koegal has the reputation of be-
ing an excellent chemist and held a
chair of science in one of the colleges
In Cincinnati.
NO WORD IS RECEIVES
FROM PROF, C. W. OLDREIVE
Prof. Charles W. Oitireive, the wa-
ter-walker, was schedu:ed to appear
here Sunday. July 7, but no word
had been received from him today.
He left here ten days ago for Missis-
sippi, after arranging with Mr.
Saunders Fowler for an exhibition
In the river here. Prof. Oldreive was
seen her several months ago in his
trip from Cincinnati to New Or-
leans.
Weekly Tobacco Market.
Following is the weekly tobacco
market prepared by Inspector Ed R.
Miller in hogsheads:





Pr. *Rippling  60
Pr. sales  118
Sales week  224
Year 4264
For Temple of Labor.
C. F. Johnson, editor of the Jour-
nal of Leber, hes given^ certain per
cent of the income of his paper from
advertising, to the fund for the erec-
tion of a Temple of Labor. Mr,
Johnson was the originator of the
movement In Paducah to secure the
Tempi(' and his offer Was the first
contributloft received, is at worli
now on a startle' Labor e edl-




The first evt;i:. day
of the Graves cotutiy t•T V. a- a trot,
one mile heats. In ths Imse two Pa-
ducah horses were enter:1. They
were "Ella Mack" owned and driven
by Ben T. Frank, and "Blackwood",
owned by the West Kentucky Stock
Farm, and driven by C. H. Harris.
The first two heats were won with
ease by "Blackwood" and when the
third heat was run the horse came in
first again. Harris finished a few
yards in the lead, and Driver Charles
Roswell asserted that by waving his
whip in front of Mary Key, Barrie
fouled him. Immediately there wap a
cry from the grand stand, and when
the crowd fully understood the
charges made against Harris, a party
of about 50 started in a run for the
stables. Realizing that Harris- needed
protection, many Paducahans left the
grand stand to offer assistance. At
the stables the mob demanded Har-
ris, but Gus Thompson gave them a
talk, and the party returned to the
grandastand. There was no justice in
the charge that 'Mr. Harris fouled In-
tentionally. 
Horses."
Last night all Paducah horsemen
withdrew their entries. Virgil Sher-,
rill, of the West Kentucky Stoclzr
Farm: Gus Thompson, Ben Flink
and Zach Bryant withdrew and start-
ed to ship their hdtflbe, but
representatives n f OC a-
waited on them.
J. 'K, Morgan, owaerilic.T. T stat-
ed this morning retardttig the with-
., sal: "We thought the -badges
;were unjust in ghrnz Mary Key first
mosey, 'sue, wilhslv. „. We packed up
and In the early evening a cora-
nytt'ee canie to us and conferred as
late 2 o'clock this morning. May-
field sportsmen acted well and of-
fered to pay our hotel and every oth-
erereseepden"se if we remained, but wefu
Following are the horses shipped
hack, being all Paducah horses there
except Clarence Dickerson's Bel Pa-
dre and Lady Foster: Harry A and
Ella Mack. owned by Beu T. Frank:
Billy Buck, owned by Gus Thomp-
son; Blackwood, Utah and Directly
Boy, of the West Kentucky Stock
Farm, and J. T.
Yesterdays Results.
Fully 5,000 paid admissions were
taken in at the fair grounds yester-
day, and the crowd was well satisfied
with the sport. Dr. Ed Farley, of Pa-
ducah is a judge.
The results of the races were:
Trotting race, I mile heats, best
3 in 5. Purse $150:
Blackwood won three heats, but
was disqualified for foul in the third
heat and the race went to Mary Key.
Time 2:25.
Running race, 4 furlong dash.
Puree $100.
Wyoming won. Lady Foster halted
at the barrier. Time :62.
Pacing race. Four entriep. Purse
$150:
Reelfoot, first; Reale W, second,
Time, II:28.
Ostrich against pacing home for
$100 purse: Won by ostrich in half
mile dash.
Running race, 5 furlongs. Purse
;150. Falrwalker first.
--
Running race, 1 mile. Purse MO.
Miss MoKInnie winner. Time, :47.
TELEGRAPHERS
TO DECIDE POINT
Chicago, July 5 —United Stated
Labor Commissioner Neill Is tieing
every effort to prevent a strike of
telegraphers here. Members of the
exec-title', committee of the rammer-
-lel Telegraphers union are erpeetad,













For Otis Veriod nig
From 7:30 to 8:30 we have
on Saturday night another of
our "Saturday night advertis-
ing specials." You have at-
tended one or all, as the case
may be. but you surely don't
want to miss this Saturday
night sale, for besides from the
out-of the-ordinary prices quoted
below we are going to give you
another
Unknown
item that will certainly appeal
to every economical woman,
and you don't want to be one
of those left out. Be on time,
7:30 to 5:30 Mit
Garden Hats, pink and blues, navies-just what
you need for morning wear in the garden or for
the flower care, 50c and 25e 
 1 9Cvalues
50 doz. pairs white or black Ladies' Lace Gloves,
silk or lisle, wrist length,just the thing for every
day wear, some in the assortment that sold as
high as $1.00. We put the whole lot 1 9c
forward at.
Ladies' Lisle Hose, summer weight, our excep-
ceptional 50c value in brown, black and white,
we are going to price, in lots $
II •0 0of three pairs, for this hour._
25 pieces of best quality Dress Ginghams, our
regular 1(k value mostly, pinks in oolor assort-
ment, for the period
priced at  85 c
6 pieces of 36-inch wide Butchers Linen for
skirts, dresses, etc., a beauty, soft finish quality,
priced for this hour at 1 4cper yard.
25 mitre end Rugs, beautiful line of patte:na,
50cboth in light and dark designs,for this period at. 
20 pieces of 30-inch wide Madras Cloth, wilite
ground with neat pattern design in blue, black
or red, our reirnlar 20e and 15c
assortment, for this period 1 1 C
Unknown $peclzl




Eleven Inning Game, Score
One to Nothing.
Marion, IU. Team Diszippoints Man-
ager Holten of Paducah In-
dependents.
HERRIN WINS FROM THE BLURS.
Fans were disappointed yesterday
by the failure of the Marion, Ill.,
baseball Item to come, no galore being
played at Wallace park. Manager
John Bonen, at the last moment, reeew York ceived a telegram saying that e Philadelphia  team could not arrive. He wired
''r
Batteries -OtysMound City and Caircedt failed to der and Schreek.arrange a date. _24 game had been 
well advertik 
Hot Juvenile Game.
By a score of 1 toe in a game last-
ing eleven innings, the Paducah
"Pearls" detested the Metropolis
High school boys yesterday afternoon
at Metropolis. There was star play-
ing on both sides, and the game was
one of the most exciting ever wit-
nessed on the Metropolis diamond.
The feature of the game was Dun-
bar's pitching for the Pearls. He
had 33 batters to face him and
struck out 23 of them, and not per-
mitting a clean hit. In the last half
of the eleventh in.ning one runner
stood on second base. Third base-
man Smith was at the bat. He hit
out a tripple, scoring the only run
made during the game.
The line-up of the Pearls follows:
Gallagher, c.; Dunbar, p.; Harbour,
lb.; Burton, 2b.; Smith, 3b.; Har-
bour, as.; Trsuanen, If.; Kelley, cf.;
Clinton, re
Herrin Defeats Metropolis.
By a score of 4 to 0 the Herrin,
Ill., team defeated the Metropolis
Blues yesterday at Metropolis. The
game was well attended and marked
by several features. Paducah boys
were in the line-up of both teams,
and good work was seen on both
sides.
Eddie Brahic caught for the Her-
rin team Ind Woods pitched. Dye
and Doyle, the old reliables, worked
at the points for the Blues. Wood's
pitching and Brahic's catchIng with
First Baseman Billion's and Short
Stop Golden's work were features of
the Herrin team wor'• Dick Braille,
at second base for Metropolis, and
Dye and Doyle in the points furnish-
ed features for the Blues. Bob
'Hayes, a 'Paducah boy, did gob(' work
at the initial sack for metropolis.
The score: , R H E
Herrin  4 5 2





Chicago, July 5.-Parade by both
teams headed by a brass band, and
hoisting the champlomehip pennant,
was the curtain raiser.
Both pitchers were in fine form.
RHE
Chicago  6 4 0
Cincinnati  1 5 1
Ba t ter es--Brao w n and Moran;
Hall and Schlei.
Philadelphia, July 5.--Locals won
out In the eighth inning on a base on
balls and two singles,
R H E
Philadelphia ....... 5 9 2
Boston  4 9 2
Batteries-Pittinger and Jacklitech
Young and Needham.
Brooklyn, July 5.-Brooklyn scor-








Pittsburg, July 5.-Visitors readi-
ed their base only mice.
R Fl E
Pittsburg  4 8
St. Louis  0 7 4
Bat teries-Leever and Gibson,
Lush and Noonan.
Afternoon Games.
Chicago, July 5.-The locals won
in the afternoon, shutting Cineinneti
out.
R H E
Chicago  2 0 2
Cincinnati  0 Ii 2
Batteries-Overall and Kling; Ew-
ing and McLean. .....









has been the tria/
anti faithful remedy.
Price 100
For gale and gd ThIf 117i
3. IT tie










phla won in a well played game.
,R H E
Philadelphia  2 5 1
Boston  1 6 2
Batteries--Sparks and Jacklitsch;
'Lindiman and Brown.
Pittsburg, July 5. -The locals won
by hitting the ball at, the right time.
R H
Pittsburg  9 13










Boston   3 8 2
Waihington   1 5 2
Batteries-Glace, Shaw and Arm-
bruster; Smith, Graham and Warner.
R Fl E
Detroit  9 14 2




Cleveland  2 14) 2





Detroit  7 le 1
St. Louie  C 12 2
Batteries -Stever, Killian and
Schmidt; Dineen and Spencer.
RH E
Boston  7 12 0
Washington  0 8 1
Batterbets-Prulett and Critter;
Graham, Warner and Heydon.
R H E
Cleveland  1 7 '3
Chicago  7 11 2
Batteries--Theilman, Cuarke and








Johnsonville   6.6
Louisville   6.0
Mt. Carmel  4.8
Nashville  . 8.8





and shot otrz the dangeroue itght.
again and a *wend eine, the eittui-
pion of Australia Was oil the canvas
Burns 4arided where and when he
pleased and in a few seconds, under
the rain of blows, the arms of the
Australian dropped in a helpless
fashion by his sideeThen the finish
to the fight came. Burns deliberately
selected his mark and with all the
power lodged in his shouldera sent
his right to the point of the law.
RIVRR MI6
H
New York  7 6 3
Philadelphoa '3 "-- 7 1
Batteries-Newton and Thomas:
Waddell, Barkley, Powers and
Schreck.




Cleveland, 2; Chicago, 1.
Detroit, 4; St. Louis, S.'
Boston, 4; Washington. 6.
New York, 1; Philadelphia, 3.
National League.'
Chicago, 3; Cincinnati, 1,
Brooklyn, 1; New York, O.
Philadelphia, G; Boston, 0.
Pittsburg, 5; St. Louis, 4.
HIGHBALL BROKE REC'ORD
FOR GREEN TROTTERS
Chicago, July: 5.- Highball. a
Memphis, Tenn., trotter, yesterday at
Libertyville, III., broke the world's
mile record for green trotters. High-
ball's time for the mile in the first
heat was 2:06 1-4. He also won the
second heat and race in 2:08. High-
ball is entered in the N. and M.
stakes at 'Detroit and yesterday's race
was in the nature of a test of the
horse's ability In real competition.
WAS A FARCE
BILL SQUIRES KNOCKET) OUT BY
BURNS IN TWO MINUTES.
Australian Knocked Down Three
Times and Out in First Round
at ("elms.
San Francisco, July 5.-Bill
Squires, the much heralded champion
of Australia, succumbed to the blow
or the Canadian fist at Colme yes-
terday, after he had been in the ring
two minutes with Tommy Burns.
The men who witnessed the brief
meeting between the two pugilists
were charitable not to call him a
"dub." They designated him as
"false arm" who should have been
pitted against fourth rate lighters,
rather than any cougilist with the
slightest possession of ring skill.
To say the 9,000 persons who
journeyed out to Colma to witness
the fight were disappointed wmed
be phrasing it too mildly. It was a
hot day and the Journey to Colma
was a disagreeable one.
The fight was practically ended the
moment the gong sounded for the
men to advance to the center of the
ring, Thst the defettsive skill of the
Australian wag exceedingly poor was
speedily attested, fOr in ten seconds
he was prone upon the mat. A well
directed right from Tommy Burns'
flat struck elin flush upon the jaw.
It did not have force enough behind
it to give 9qmires his quietus, mud
atter taking the count of tour he
/tree In a wobbly fashion end
rushed at
Burns lost no time in flowing up
dence
a tbis, and am pleased to
say that all traces of my old trouble
have passed away. I attribute the
cure to Lantz's Red Kidney Fillets
aud heartily recommend them to any
one afflicted as I was. •
CHRIS 7st '34 AMAN.
Mr. McMahan is a well known
carpenter and musician of Paducah.
What Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets
have done for him they will do for
you.
If you have never used these P11-
lets we will gladly give you a two
days' trial treatment free.
W. J. GILBERT.
with a tow of ties for St. Louie from
the Ayer-Lord' Tie company.
The Saltillo is expected from the
Tennessee river Saturday on the re-
turn trip to Bt. Louis.
The Peters Lee will pass. down
from Cincinnati for Memphis Satter-
day afternoon.
The American is getting a tow of
sand and coal into shape for the up-_
per Tennessee river.
Bob Moss, second mate on 'the
Clye, returned on the Kentucky last
nighehaving resigned from the Clyde
on account of not getting along with
Ralph Harrigan the third clerk.
The T. H. Davis came up from
Joppa yesterday after a tow to take
down to that point.
Captain J. B. Fiasch, business
manager of the Marine Engineers'
association, bas returned from a trip
to Memphis, Vicksburg, Natchez and
Greenville. He had a fine meeting in
Memphis with the engineers and
found the southern associations in
good condition. He will not leave
again for the south until early fall.
In the last 48 hours the river here
fell 1.3, the' stage showing at 13.8.
On July 5 last year the stage was 9.,
Repairs are under way on the St.
Joseph at the ways today.
The Joe Fowler was in and out in
the Evansville trade today with a
good post-holiday business.
The wheat season began today
with the Dick Fowler in the Cairo
trade and the other packets soon
will be handling the golden grain.
He Had No Enenties,
Bishop Joseph F. Berry, during
the Methodist, Conference's recent
session, told a story in illustration of
the tender mercies of the wicked,
says the Indianapolis Star.
"It La said," he began, "that when
the great Spanish Marshal, Narvaez,
lay dying, his confessor asked him if
he had any enemies,
'No,' whispered the marshal; 'I
have none!'
"But the priest, reflecting on the
stormy life of the dying man, re-
pealed:
"Think, sir! Have you no ene-
mies? None whatever?'
"'No,' said the marshal, 'none• .'
And he added, tranquilly:
" 'I have shot them all.'
Marri'e Every woman Covets ashapely, pretty figure, andmany of them deplore the
loss of their girlish forms
Women otoftieldrztihseorctsen hdaestrlu.ctiveafter marriage. The bearing
All of this can be avoided,
however, by the use of Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this
'great liniment always prepares the body for the strain upon it, and
preserves the-symmetry of her form. Mother's Friend overcomes all the
danger of child-birth, and carries the expectant mother safely through
this critical period without pain. It is woman's greatest blessing.
Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit and relief derived from the
use of this wonderful
remedy. Sold by all Moth
bottle. Our little
druggists at $t.00 per er's
book, telling all about
this liniment, will be sent free. Fig
no Bradfield Regolotor Co., Mott, GL
. r.lend
'Jo
e have a sto)te pee' of aee kinds
si3e'endici liPtisitu3te io)z, yowl, home.
ohy not eome to 00, jay temiltation
sage and see ij you eann,ot get
something tftat you need 9t4ifil nosi
a that you .04,a iiteed &to" we
44ti4hto .eee evay jaieee of 6aini-
twite that is 4061 thi4 eity and
you oney knew- hehat good ‘u)t-
nitu9z,e oe have and hoot eh-ea/134
Ute J•eee yo* u woued suAeey lay
Aeift us. eome and eet us show



























Fine passenger traffic was enjoyed
by all the packets yesterday whether
they were relining excursions or on
regular schedules. No mishaps oc-
curred on the rj,,to mar the day
and none of t had any trou-
ble managing ds.
The Dick Fe andled in the
four trips made rday to Owen'a
cave, several hundreds of persons
and the celebration there was one of
the most enjoyable of any in West
Kentucky. Trips were made at 9,
1:30, 5 and 8 o'clock.
The George Cowling was busy be-
tween Paducah and Metropolis,
handling the excursionists to the Red
Men's outing and other attractions.
As' many persons were brought to
Paducah as were carried awe), mak-
ing the day's business highly profita-
ble to the packet.
The Royal came in for its share
of traMc from Golconda and many
took the trip for the beat ride. The


























eftedeeen unable to follow my vo-
ion (carpentering). I have tried
numerous remedies without success
until a few days ago I secured a
sample of Lantz's Red Kidney Pie
lets. I received so much benefit from
the sample pillets, that I decided to
give the medicine further trial and
bought one 50 cent box from you. II
Nearly every gasoline launch on
the river was in service yesterday
and even the skiffs were in demand.
Little attention was paid to freight
business by the packets.
The Georgia Lee had over a hun-
dred passengers on arrival yesterday
afternoon from Memphis and took on
a number here for the round trip to
Cincinnati.
The John Hopkins on regular
schedule arrived yesterday from Ev-
ansville with a passenger list larger
then usual.
The Kentucky brought In a big
freight trip last night from the Ten-
nessee river. Al Rittenhouse, second
clerk, eprained his ankle while climb-
ing the steep banks in that river.
The Kentucky will leave Saturday ev-
ening for the Tennessee river,
The good ferryboat Bettie Owen
was missed yesterday to handle the
crowds that went to the Illinois
lakes. After a several weeks' lay-up
for repairs, the Bettie Oweh probably
will resume the regular trips to
Brookport and across the river, to-
morrow.
Too much aboard with no watch-
man now appears to be the only ex-
planation of the sinking of the tow-
boat Nellie in Clark's river. That
towboat has been raised and was
brought dowa to the dry docks yes-
terday, for repairs. It was lifted out
this morning and no leak has been
found in the hull, the water having
entered "through dry seams wheel
were pushed under water by the
heavy load on the boat. The Nellie
looks considerably the worse for the
submerging end the boilers were
shaken out of place. It has cost sev-
eral hundred dollars to raise the
boat and the repairs will be expen-
sive.
One trip In the Missouri river trade
was enough for the Electra of the
yman line and that packet arrived
yesterday morning from St. Louis.
returning to Nashville. The insur-
ance in that river also is high and
with the poor business, made the
trade unprofitable, The Electra left
early this morning.
The Savannah will leave St. Louis
this afternoon for the Tennessee riv-
er passing here Saturday even:ng.
The Margaret' left for the Tennes-
see river after ties thiseirorning and
the Russell Lord finally got away
AN UNRULY MEMBER
that generally *tarts a riot at mid-
night, drumming up recruits all
along the line in an always-losing
battle. Be wise--seek the
FINEST DENTAL WORK
to be Imo-RIGHT HERB in our
office, where expert work in all
branches will redeem an unruly
member or arrest him, In his sins.
Absolutely painless methods. Bridge
Work, Gold Crowns. Minis, Sets,
etc. Perfect satisfaction, or we'll
know the reason why.
The Hill Dental Co.
2041 Broadw
ooting at the Pa ah Dry
Docks Yesterday.
Otehman Asserts That His Assistant
Knocked His Wife Down With
His Fist.
TURNER IS WOUNDED.
In defense of himself and his wife,
haries Briggeman, watchman at
the Paducah Ory Docks company at
the foot of Jefferson street, shot Riley
Turner, an assistant, in the chest
last night at 8 o'clock with a revol-
ver. The bullet glanced causing a
slight flesh wound and Briggeman
surrendered himself to the police.
Riley Turner, living in the rear of
316 North Third street, was employ-
ed by Beggeman yesterday to watch
the docks while he and his wife took
an outing to Metropolis. Returning
last night at 8 o'clock ‘Briggeman
found the shanty tool boat and dock
No. 9, with several inches of water in
them. Irritated by this he upbraid-
ed Turner for his negligence and
warm words followed between them.
Turner finally went up the hill to-
ward the city.
Briggeman and his wife then began
to pump out the water, Mrs. Brigge-
man pumping in the shanty boat,
leaving her husband out on the dock.
Turner returned in a few moments
and finding .Mrs. Briggeman pump-
ing in the shanty asked her why she
was doing it She told him the boat
had water in it, which he denied,
and she .also upbraided Turner for
his negligence. With this she says
TeAsee  slapped her hard enough on
the shoulders to knock her to the
floor on her back.
Briggeman Entered.
Briggeman came into the shanty
boat at this time and demanded of
Turner why ,he had struck his wife.
Turner for answer, Briggeman and
his wife wizen, steuck Briggeenau on
the mouth splitting his lip. Accord-
ing to Heiggeman and his wife, Tur-
ner had one hand in his pocket, and
without further ado, Briggeman
drew his revolver and shot Turner in
the chest.
Mrs. Briggeman had attempted to
get in between the two men to stop
the quarrel but the shot was fired be-
fore she accomplished her object.
Briggeman immediately went to the
New Richmond House and asked Col.
Bud Dale to telephone the police,
and stating the facts as given. After
waiting fifteen minutes, Briggeman
directed Col. Dale to send the police-
men to the docks, as his wife was
alone and he must go back to her.
Patrolmen Carter, Cross and John-
son arrested Briggeman on the docks.
Turner was carried to his home.
Captain Young Taylor, superin-
tendent of the docks, is waiting for
the examining trial to fix Briggeman's
bend, which be will sign in any
amount. Briggeman had never been
in trouble before, is quiet and gen-
erally well liked. He is a native of
Scandinavia. Turner has been tak-




Freight of All Kinds Scattered
Over the Tracks.-
Jost Waiting.
An old gentleman, rather portly,
and clad in a somewhat youthful suit
of light gray flannel, sat on a bench
in the park enjoying the spring day.
"What's the matter, sonny'?" he
asked a small urchin who lay on the
grass just across the walk and star-
ed intently. 'Why, don't you go and
play?"
"Don't wanter." the boy replied.
"But it is not natural," the old
gentleman insisted, "for a boy to be
so quiet. Why don't you run about?',
"Oh; I'm jute waltini the little
fellow answered, "I'm just waitin'
till you get up. A man painted that
bench about 15 minutes ago.--Wo-
man's Home Companion.
It is better to be a fool and be hap-
par-than wie and-aaways ift-artieeeY.
Illinois Central HAS Ten Thousand
Dollar Wreck Near (lay Swith
By Broken Truck,
GATHERING UP THE DIOIRIS.
One man Injured and $10,00.0 dam
age done, is the result of a freight
wreck at Clay Switch, a few miles
south of Mayfield, on the Illinois
Central yesterday afternoon shortly
after 1 o'clock. Freight of every de-
scription was strewn along the right
of way for several hundred yards,
roiling stock smashed to pieces, and
a delay caused to passenger and
freight trains, the fast through pas-
senger from Cincinnati to New Or-
leans having to detour via East Cairo.
It required ten hours for the Padu-
cah wrecking crew to clear the track.
The * first section of manifest
freight train, No. 155, left Paducah
at 1135 o'clock. It was pulled by
engine, No. 692, the heaviest type
freight engine on the system, in
charge of Engineman John Cassell
and Fireman C. C. Cox, this city, and
Conductor W. L. Weatherepoon, of
Memphis. While bowling along_ a
35 miles an hour at Clay Switch
there was a sudden checking of the
train and before the crew was aware
the cars were leaving the track.
While it is not definitely known, it
is presumed a truck broke, causing
the first car to leave the rails. Thir-
teen cars followed it. and but for the
timely action of Engineer Cassell,
who applied brakes at-once when - he
felt the train check, the entire line
of cars might have ben wrecked.
George Ade Hurt.
George Ade, a colored brakeman,
was on one of the fourteen cars de-
railed, and started to jump but was
not quick enough. With a crash the
ear-jammed into the other and buck-
ed up. He was thrown clear of the
wreckage and in alighting injured
his back and cut his right leg open
above the knee. He was brought to
Paducah and placed in the Illinois
Central hospital and Is thought not
to be seriously injured.
The local wrecker was dispatched
to the scene and began working it
about 2:31 o'clock. It required un-
til 11) o'clock for the debris to be
cleared away and the track repaired
for traffic. Freight of every kind
was lying about. Pianos, sewing ma-
chines, anvils, whisky, coffins, dry
goods, clothing, beer, shoes, tobacco
and many other classes of freight
were ruined. The railroad company
dispatched persons to the scene to
protect the freight, and many watch-
men were patroling the wreckage
until it was gathered up and placed
in relief cars. It is not known how
much danfage was done, but $10,0.00
is a safe estimate in freight and roll-
ing stock.
The fast passenger train, No. 101.
due into Paducah at 6 o'clock from
Louisville: was detoured via East
Cairo. No. 121, the Louisville-Ful-
ton accommodation, arrived at 4:20
and was held here until the lel ar-
rived,. and all passengers for Mayfield
and Fulton welt down on it. The
morning trains, No. 104 and 103,
were delayed but slightly, having to
aroced slowly over the new laid
• tracks.
Wrecker Out Again.
This morning at 7:45 o'clock the
wrecker left Paducah for Nortonville
to pick up several derailed coal cars.
It started to Nortonville yesterday to
work the derailment, when the Clay
Switch wreck called it south.
It takes a mighty keen sense of
humor to appreciate a joke when it Is
on yourself.
Once a man gets on top, he finds
It almost as hard to stay there as it
was to get- there,
1.1111Mmia•
Great Pacific
Specials for Saturday, July 6.
206 Broadway
FREE
A fancy Shirt Waist Set of
3 pins free with 1 pound of
our 30e coffee.
7 Me Beet Sugar  40c
2 Me Palmer House Coffee
for  65c
1 lb fresh ground or whole
/34ack Pepper  20r
1 lb of Mixed ,I4p1   25c
4 oz. !settee any vor Ex-
tract for    25c
2 Pkgs. Ice Ore Powder 21.e
12 lbs. Ice Cr Salt   10c
3 seeks Tab ait  10C
3 pkgs. 5c for 10C
3 boxes Btu g for  10c
FREE
3 large clear lee Tea Tumblers
free with 1 pound of tea or 1
pound of Baking Powder.
- -
3 pkgs. Chocolate Gingers 25e
25c bottle Glare Oil  1Sc
Pint bottle Syrup  10c
Baker's Cocoa, can  10c
1.0041 Matches for  5c
25c box Witch Hazel Soap lee
35c box Butter MOM Soap Ific
3 lbs. Powdered Sugar  (25c
2 pkgs. Grape Nuts  35c
3 lbs. Wafer Crackers   2.Se
611 Sardines, can  4c
Grated or shoed Pineapple,
Teary goods, per ean .
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THIS RED TAG SALE is the greatest clearance sale in the history of our business. We have a larger stock,finer goods, more attractive prices, and the combination is attracting more favorable atttention than any
























This spring finds us with an unusually large stock on our floors and we have cut our regular cash prices at
least one-fourth in all cases---more on some pieces. Thrifty housekeepers are recognizing that the same condi-
tions may not arise again in years and are eagerly grasping the opportunities which this Red Tag Clearance
Sale of ours offer.
It's up to yOu to take advantage of this sweeping reduction, so don't delay until the best things are gone;
come tomorrow or Monday, for in a little over a week the old prices will be in effect again. July 17th is
the last day.
SOME EXTRA SPECIALS
A genuine leather Turkish Rocker, large and roomy, fitted with best springs
we know of. Regular price $23 43.
Red Mug Sale price $18.75
An imitation leather Turkish Rocker, a strong, substantially constructed
piece of furniture; splendior value at former price, $17.
Red Tag Sale price   $14.50
A three piece mahogany finish Parlor Set, with loose silkfrushions. The
regular price is $19, but during our Red TN Sale
we only ask  $14.35
A Standard Rotary Shuttle Sewing Machine, solid oak or sycamore case, drop
head, automatic lift. Regular price was $45. but, as we will $27.50discontinue handling them, Red Tag Sale price will be 
$28 Buffet Now $21.00
You can get a splendid $28 solid oak Buffet like
this cut, quartered and polished and
constructed throughout, for only
$2i.od
substantially
We also have a great variety of other styles and
finishes for your selection-all at one-fourth off.
THE HERRICK'S PERFECT (IRCULATION
This cut shows exactly how the
air circulates and is chilled in the
Herrick Refrigerator-shows how
it keeps moving constantly, thus
preventing any possibility of
tainted food. It's bone dry all the
time, and as an ice saver it's a
wonder. On account of the large
stock we have on hand, prices have
been especially reduced during our
Red Tag Sale. For Instance, the
one which sold for $22 50 is now only
$17.25
Red Tag Sale prices are for












For the next week wc
are offering a remarkable
special in the way of a
high grade 2-gallon stone
Water Filter and Cooler,
for only
$ 1 .00
This Steel Range $17.50
This handsome Steel Hauge, full nickel trimmed,
asbestos lined, polished blue steel body, high warm-
ing closet and having six caps, during lied Tag Sale
$17.50
This is one of the bargains you should not overlook.
It will prove a good investment.
China Cabinets $19.00 to $60.00
In China Cabinets .we have
thirty-seven rich and tasteful de-
signs for you to select from-most
any style or finish you may fancy
at most any price you may wish to
pay. There are some beautiful
solid mahogany cabinets with mir-
ror lacks and plate glass shelves;
sane graceful mission styles in
weathered oak and a variety of
golden oak and mahogany finish
pieces. This cut shwa a $20 solid
oak cabinet, with bent glass
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Red Tag Sale prices are for
cash only. All goods markec'
in plain figures.
ow The Glorious Fourth of July
Was Celebrated by Other Americans
• -
Washington, July 5.- President
Roosevelt saw no official callers to-
day, although he transaeted the cus-
tomary amount of routine business.
His celebration of independence day
took place in the evening, when,with
his family, relatives and a number of
other friends, be watched pyrotech-
nic displays on Sagamore Hill.
Celebrate Day at quite.
Guayyeuill, Ecuador, July 5. -
Flags over government buildings and
residences et foreign tenabla. were
hoisted today in commemoration .1
the American national holiday.
American Minister Fox celebrated the
day at Quito with a reception at
the legation and this afternoon Con-
sul Dietrich held, i reception here.
The government has ordered milita-
ry bands in front of the American le-
gation at Quito and consuIate of
this city.
July Fourth at Berlin.
Berlin, July 5.- The Fourth of
July was celebrated patriotically by
the American colony of this city.
Fut* fOnr hundred members of the
eaten), chartered a steamer and sail-
ed up the River Spree to the suburb
of Grunan, where a picnic was held.
This wag followed by field sports for
medals presented by some promi-
nent members of the Polony. . The
day's onting came to an end with a
dInnem at which Consul General
Thackara made an address.
Americans at Vienne.
Vienna, July 5,--The American
colony celebrated the Fourth of July
by a trip down the Danube to Press-
burg, the Hungarian town where the
Magyar kings used to be crowned.
The visitors were received by
Hungarians of Pressburg with enthu-
siasm.
Reception at The Hague.
Th Hague, July 5.-David Jane
I1111, the American minister to the
Netherlands, and Mrs. Hill, gave it
Fourth of July dinner last night to
the members of the American and
British delegations to the peace con-
ference and other guests. The dinner
was followed by a reception an% ball.
Brighten City of Dublin.
Dublin, July S.-American visit-
ors brightened this city today with
demonstrations IS honor of the
Fourth of July. The most prominent
buildings were decorated with Amer-
ican and Irish Saga.
Dentonatratiten in Turkey,
Constantinople, July 5.- Ambas-
sador and Mrs. Leiskman held a
Fourth of July reception yesterday,
which was attended by practically
all Americans here.
Votes Coagratalations.
Rio be Janeiro, July 5_ senate
yesterday pasaed a vote.ponitratuist-
tug the United Stateanpoe the Ives
anniversary of Its _independence.
Banquet at Paris.
Paris, July 5.-Thousands of
American flags- floated over Paris
yesterday to commemorate Independ-
ence day. Last night the American
chamber of commerce gave its regu-
ler Fourth of July basquet.
Havana Celebrates.
Havana, July 5-The Fourth of
July was celebrated here yesterday
by a review of two thousand troops
stationed at Camp Columbia. The re-
view was witnessed by a great gath-
ering of Americans and Cubans.
Taft To Join Faintly.
51111bury, Mass., July 5.- Secreta-
ry of War Taft alto CAMS here last
evening to visit his mother, Mrs. Lou-
isa M. Taft, left thin afternoon for
Manchester by the Sea where he will
remain until tomorrow. From Man-
cheater he will go to Murray Lake.
Canada, to join his family,
Nation of Shopkeepers.
Napoleon must have been right af-
ter all. We are a nation of shopkeep-
ers. There is nothing in the shop we
are not ready to sell at a prire. We
would no doubt sell the Great Seal
If we could get a good enough offer
from Mr, Pterpont Morgan. Shakes-
peare folks, first editions of Walton,
the portarits of Reynolds, of Rom-
mey- these and any other national
heirlooms, only given a fat enough
offer, we are happy to part with to
any foreign flatten that has the Was -
end money to bay them. We can put
them as eonity as 'Merles Surface did
the forbea London flaturday Re For Q ck Action Use SUN Want Ads.
Great Southern Tea
and Coffee Co.
Both Phones 805. 113 South Second St.
Tomorrow Bargain Saturday
Sugar s lbs. 
Flour, best Pat sack....
Straight Flour, wick
3lb Grated Apple 
Morning Cup Coffee, 1
Santotet 2 lb  
Lane's Oriental, a
dry roast, 3 Ms
Ceylon Tea, box 
Masina Lemons, dot.
Uneeda Biscuit, 3 pkgs.  
Soda Crackers 2 11)5  
Olives, 16 oz. bottle  
Grated Cocoanut 
20 oz. bottle Pickles




















1 quart Apple Vinegar le
Hams, per lb. 
Pi7nic flam 
10 bars C. S. Soap 
Cake Peng, pkg.  10
Jello, 3 pkgs.  25
Ice Cream Salt 141 lbs.   It
Sweet Choeolate 6 cakes  25
1 jar Jelly  141
1/4 gal, gestate bucket  
3 lb can Baked Beaus
String Pod Peppers 
Dried Apples. lb • .. 15
Lard 2 Ms 
ne Broom . . 
.25e Mop 
1 bottle Shoe Polish 
Fresh Eggs 
Allill aii.askij, '*
"How does it cone that fat men
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1 3949 1 3938
3 3953 17 3956
395-0 18 3a37
 3916 19 3932
6 3919 26  Z 1-36
7 3981 21 
8 3981 22 31/56
10 3945 24 3955-






Average for June, 1906  4072
Average for June, 19417  3953
Personally appeared before me,
this July 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sul., who af-
firms that the above statement of the
criettlation of The Sun for the month
of June, 1907, is true to the%best of
his. knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR,
• Notary Public.
My commission exp'sts January
22, 1908.
Daily Thought.
"He best succeeds who is
successful in heaven."
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor—Augustus E. Will-
son, of Louisville.
For Lieutenant Governor-W. H
Cox, of Mason county.
For Attorney General--James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Auditor—Frank P. James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer-:--Capt. Edwin Far-
ley of McCracken county.
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
Foe Superintendent of Public In-
%0structU —J. S. Crabbe, ef Boyd
county.
For Co .issioner of Agrkculture
.----N. C. Rankits,of Henry county.
For Clerk of rt of Appeals—
Napier Adams, of Pu ki county.
For Legislature—G e 0. Mc-
Broom.
Mayor James P. Taanith
City Attorney....Arthur Y. Marti°
City Treasurer John J. Dorian
City Clerk George Lehnhard
City Jailer George Andrecht
City Tax Asseseor...Harlan Griffith
Aldermen—T. C. Leech, Harry R.
Hank, G. M. Oehlscblaeger, Jr., C.
H. Chaniblin, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen— Second ward, Al E.
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johneton;
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May-
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
School Trustees- - First ward, W. M.
Karnes; Serond ward, W. J. Hills;
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward,
Dr. C. O. Warner and C. G. Kel-
ly: Fifth ward, I. O. Walker;
Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed
Morris.
\LOYALTY, HONOR AND OTHER
THINGS.
Here's lesson in party regularity
mom one, which has undergone the
upreme test:
"Yet, withal; we do not see
bow Tom Harrison can expect
or desire the support of the city
officials, since he made his
campaign before the primary'
Openly and vehemently on the
piatfortn of drives out the 'city
hall gang," as. yesterday's
Sun.
From a past practice of carry-
ing water on both shoulders,
The Sun seems to have arrived at
a stage wherein It is unable to,
conceive what party loyalty and
personal honor mean.
Its reference to the disloyalty
of the city hail official's is- di-
rect insult to the honor and In-
tegrity of these gentlemen.
It Matters not what issues
may have been involved previ-
ous to the primary, these were
hut !MIPS within the party
Tanks and now that these minor
Matters are pest. loyal Demo-
crats and honerable party men,
such as the city officials are
known to be, are but following
the course of loyalty and honor
In declining We allegiance to
the ticket ousted.. The Sun's
references to the contrary are
not only *Idly tint of piece, hut
direct ineu:ts to the honor and
party kiyalty of threw men.--
nieds-Detrioerat.
At least, we can say this mitch
• hldrs-Dentecrat- and its beck "Toe short-winded to fight end too




. =.:1,1. 101 a
..eat incident of local politics that
Democratic candidate charged
rat the N.-D. was not a real, Simon-
pure Democratic paper. However,
perhaps, the city hall offitials may
t have received is strong induce-
meuts to "get regular" as the N -D.
did a little later,
Some people may have in times
Past doubted the N.-D.'s .sense of
"party losatlty" and political "integ-
rity"; but no one has ever been
heard to question its coliamercial in-
stinct; and after all, it may be right.
Mr. Harrison said the N.-D. was not
a Democratic paper. The N.-D. ad-
mits his aut-hority to define the at-
tribut.41 of a Democrat, when it sup-
ports him. Admitting the justness of
Mr. Harrison's standard of Deniocra-
cy, the N.-D. will endeavor to attain
regularity by demanding that all
Others, who 'have been similar!)
weighed by Mr. Harrison and found
wanting, establish their party loy-
alty, and personal honor" by getting
In line.
Mose assuredly, gentlemen: the
declaration that the N.-D. was not
a Democratic paper and the attack
on your conduct in office "were but
issues within the party ranks, and
now that the minor matters are past
(and some trifling patronage hae
been received) loyal Democrats and
honorable party men are but follow-
ing the course of loyalty and honor
In declining (ale) this allegiance to
the ticket named."
-o -
When opportenity calls you,
don't be too particular what it calls
you. ,
A Cairo pastor says kisses are aw-
fully sweet, but warns his congrega-
tion to beware of "the kissing
preacher." He thinks fried chicken
sufficient ministerial concession to
the flesh.
United States officers fittingly cel-
ebrated Independence day by cap-
turing John D. Rockefeller.
"Two o'clock and Rockefeller is
taken!"
Fourth of July celeboaSons an I
cerebrations both are resportible for
some headaches today.
OUR DESTINY.
Are we fulfilling our national des-
tiny?
Such a question naturally ob-
counted trudes itself on the mind on a day
like yesterday.
Its indisputable that thus fa-
in our Oratory we have been true to
the principles upon which our goy-
-eminent was founded, ana our na-
tional policies have been conceived
and carried cut in a spirit of altrua
Ism. that realizes every expectation
of the admirers of our free institu-
tions. But the success of the experi-
ment in free government Is due in
greatest measure to the excellence of
its foundation. Our isolated position,
the necessity of close attention to the
development of our resources, and
jealousy of foreign nations have com-
bined. to keep us free from distract-
ing complications. Our traditions and
the principles inculcated and handed
down in the family circle and school
room have kept tie ever in the
straight path of national progress;
but the way is broadeining for us
and the real test of our capacity and
endurance is to come.
Traditions avails nothing to na-
tions cr men. Rome and Greece have
te•kditions. We must preserve the
priiciples of our government to
guide us in the unchartered seas of
nationalism. Nor must 'we confuse
policie3 of expediency with funda-
mental principles.
Men nowadays contend for strict
constructica of the constitution, as
If that were a principle of govern-
ment—an issue raised when section-
alism was rife, and petty jealousies
of states arose in astounding con-
trast to the self-sacrificing spirit of
the age.
It is not the selfishness of our
forefathers we would conserve, but
their patriotism. It is not that spirit
that made each section fight for the
domination of its desires, but that
nobler impulse that move men to
sacrifice home and life for the sake
of an undying principle. Perhaps, it
is not given to many of the living to-
day to offer up their lives on the
field 'of battle, but it is given to all
of us to offer up our lives on the
altar of citizenship.
There la the ballot. Do we enter
the booth as our forefathers marched
on Lexington? Do we mark our tick-
ets; as free born, sovereign American
citizens, appreciating the responsibil-
ities of sovereignty, or as Democrats
and Republichas? Can we vote for
the beat men and the safest issue re-
test-diem of our personal Interestso In
some proposed contract?
We today are enjoying the bless-
ings of liberty and prosperity-,- be-
cause of the heroic devotion of men
who laid their foundation on the firm
principle's of truth -and righteousness
and cemented It with their own
blood. Our nation has progressed In
the fulitlitneut of Its destiny thus
far from tne impetus given by the
patriots obanother c$ntury. Let us
ponder on the conditions 131 years
hence, for which we are to be in a
great measure responsible.
The Rural press of Louisville
(Times and Post) published no edi-
tions on lei). Fourth.
—o 
Eugene Schmitz, who anneunces
from the county jail his candidacy
for re-election as mayor of Ran
Francisco, is barred, from declaring





Has InsTs'ed on Sending Fleet
to Pacific 1,1, aters




Washington, D. C. July 5.—The
most pleased man in Washington
over the news that President Scow+
volt has finally consented to send a
big fleet of American battleships to
the Pacific is Admiral Dewey. The
movement was personally urged by
Dewey. Representatives of foreign
powers here are today --cabling the
news to their governments together
with their opinions as to the signifi-
cance of the movement. ,
Ar near as can be learned the bat-
tleship fleet will start for the Pacific
the latter part of August or early in
September, tau:sing down the coast
of South America through the straits
of Magellan and up to San Francisco.
Wane Nothing.
Oakland, Cal., July 5.—Secretary
of the Navy Metcalf, in an interview
today confirmed the report that a
large part of the United States navy
will be seen in Pacific waters next
winter. Eighteen or twAity of the
largest battleships will come around
Cape Horn on a practice cruise and
will be seen in San Francisco harbor.l
Many falai.. impressions }level
gained eiretaation about the proposed
movement of this part of the United
States navy said Metcalf.
"I have held all along that there
was practically no significance to
this movement from a military stand-
point.
"I heir - the talk of Japanese
troubles lind the international differ-
ences may be dropped by all news-
['doers of the country. There Is
nothing to produce any feeling except
this talk of newspapers. It is with-
out foundation. The story that Am-
bassador Aoki is in disfavor with his
own government I believe is purely
an invention. I know of no reason
at the present time why Japan and
the United States should not be on
the friendliest terms."
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer—H. E. Conover, Louis-
ville; A. F. Gerak, St. Louis; H. R.
Bass, Reading, Pa.; 'J. E. Cheatham,
Henderson; J. D. Simpson, Cincin-
nati; Hugh Barr. Dresden, Tenn.; J.
F. Hanberg, Hopkinsville; J. W. Car-
ter, Memphis; H. R. Hartwell, Pas-
cola, Mo.; J. D. Brownen, Clarksville,
Tenn.; H. S. Cooke, Chicago; J. K.
Gramling, Knoxville; Eli Miller,
Hillsboro, Ili.
Belvedere — Guy Hollingsworth,
St, Louis; Fs 1. bulver, Cairo; V.11-
11am Watwood, St. Cherie*, 34o.; J.
W. Denham. Hazel; W. W. Butler,
Toledo; W. L. Houston. Carrsville;
C. D. McKinney, Hopkinsville; A. H.
Cobb, Clarksville, Tenn.
New Ristmond—E. Preesett, Bowl
ing Green; W. J. Kelley, New York;
A. B. Pace, Benton; 0, R. Hurley.
Kevil; J. A. Belcher, Aimo; L. Ben-
ton. Lawton, 0. T.; J. T. Bifford, St.
Louis; D. . 'Webb, Smithiand; Frank
Rouse, Evansville; Frank Rutter,
Smithland: .1. C. Carter, Pottsville
G. -R. Harbert, Savannah, Tenn.
St. Nicholas—Wm. Johnson, Ben-
ton; 0. L. Copeland, Benton; C.
Choppell, Dawson Springs; Wm.
McNally, Cairo; J. I. Lawson, Mari-
on; S. Guess, Marion; J. B. DunleY,
St. Louis; R. J. Dickey-, Newborn:
Roy McGregor. Benton; Clay Loftin,
Dyersburg; Raises Lawson, Louis-
ville; A. .1. Butler, Marion; Is Dun-
can and wife, New Baden; L. Good-
man, Memphis; J. E. Etter, Mem-
phis; L. C. Hera, Nashville.
MYTH'E.
Patrims of the Water (7 poesy are
reminded that their rents expire June
3th, and 'Mew desiring to renew
this quarter should do so before it is
forgotten. Ill premises nut paid for
on or before the 10th of July will he
discontinued and the cost of abutting
off and turning on water will be
$1.00.
Summer reduction in den-
tistry until August 30, 1907 :
Geld ellen crowns, 22k...... $3.50
Gold fillings; .......$1,00 up
Sliver fillings(medibM) 50c
Partial sets of teeth.. $5,00
Work of the best material.





IN THE COURTS  t
Al—r-i—iwardei—r•riwarat
In Police (-mart.
For inen:ung a colored girl, George
Harris, colored, was fined $10a and
costs by Police Judge D. A. Cross
this morning.
"Aunt" Phoebe Sherrell, colored,
was given 50 days in county jail for
being drunk and disorderly.
Other easel; P. B. Finley, drunk
and disorderly, $5 and costs by con-
fession; L.. G. Wright, drunk and die-
orderly, $10 and costs: Ede Pullene,
colored, insulting language, $5 and
costs; Lelia Ellis, John Harris, col-
ored, breach of peace, first fined $10
and costs and other $50 and costs;
Charles Briggeman, malicious shoot-
ing, continued; Dave Rittoff, grand
larceny, dismissed; Pete Caldwell,
disorderly conduct, $20 and costs.
in Raalinsptcy.
Final dividend amounting to about
15 per cent was declared in the case
of J. L. Wanner, bankrupt, this morn
ing.
Attorneys W. V. Eaton, J, D. Moo-
quot and W. A. Martin were allowed
fees of $450 in the case of the E.
itehkopf Saddlery company,
A fee or $100 in the case of J. L.
Wanner was allowed Attorneys Eaton
& Boyd this morning.
Deeds Filed,
J. W. Lockwood' and Jennie Locke
wood to Mary Seamen, property at
Fifth and Teenceasee streets, $750.
Marriage Licenses.
Gent Peeies to Myrtle Cock.
Joe Taylor to Birdie G. Yound.
"Excuse me, sir," remarked the
weary wayfarer, "but I don't know
where my next meal is coming from."
"Neither do I," replied the prosper-
ous-looking Indirldual. "My cook
left this morning, too."—Pittsburg
Record.
FATHER HURT
BUT INFANT ESCAPE'S FROM
FALL UNH.AHMED.
Marvin B. Keeling Drops Item Sec-
ond Story of Calippbell's Coun-
try Home.
With his infaIat child In his arms,
'Marvin B. Keeling, a carpenter of
South Sixteenth street, fell from the
second floor of the James Campbell,
Jr's, rcsidence in Arcadia yesterday




We're calling up everybody on this
that we thing will be at all int ed in
Good Clothes for Men, Boys anti Children.
You -know that' Iv: are always to the
fore with the best of Clothes, Hats and
Toggery
That Money Can  Buy
This season we believe that our offerings are ex-
ceptionally attractive.
We want you to see the- new ideas for Summer.
and so we called you up by phone.
If you pass this stcre, you'll pass the best,
That's the Whole Story
Remember, yon take no aances here, for your
money is always yours 'until. you say—"Perfectly
Satisfied." Perfection in Clothes—Satisfaction in
Price. That's our way.
The Clothing Store That Carries










Employer's Liability Act Becomes employment, and who are now oftenable to secure work which they are
Law in England—Little of Promise
London, July 1.—The new. work-
men's compensation act comes Into
force on Monday, after which it will
soon begin to make its unwelcome
Influence felt in nearly every home of
the united kingdom. It is one of the
present government's socialistic meas-
urea, which to the great regret of
many liberals, the house of lords
passed.serious injuries, hut the infant 
It s-as ill considered, ill drafted,raculousiy escaped, falling the entire
distance to the concrete 
basement.land may be relied on to prove a fer-
tile source of litigation. Roug,hlaKeeling had gone from Wallace park
to the new residence and climbed to
the second floor to inspect the worli.
atiwsr D. A. Yeiser was also on the
ground, and when the carpenter fell,
tried to catch the child, but was
not quick enough. Keeling is suffer-
ing from concussion. He was attend-
ed by Dra. treree, Young and Rob-
ertson.
YOU DO:i'T HAVE TO WAIT
Every dole makes you teetbetter. Laz-Pos
keeps your whIle insides right. Sold on the
money-back plan everywnere. PrIoe 50 cents.
Trick of a Dadielor.
Sir Thomas Lipton, apropos of
bachelorhood and marriage, said in
an after-dinner speech in Chicago:
4"Rachelors, I admit, are villains,
but it is a shame to play such tricks
on them, as it is customary every-
where to do.
"A nasty trick was -played on a
bachelor friend of mine- at a dance.
A wotnan was reproaching him for
never having 'married, when her hus-
band, a little bored perhaps, said
gruffly:
" 'He says he could have cut me
out and married 3ou if he had want-
ed to.'
"The woman started.
" 'Indeed!' she cried. 'Why didn't
he do it, then?'
"'He says he owed me a grudge,'
the husband explaitied with a chuc-
kle."— New York Tribune.
—A nice cake for your Sunda
dinner. Fig bar at Biederman's 10c
per pound tomorrow.
Bill's Beason,
Hugo Osterhaus, the new captain
of the battleship ConnecLcut, praised
at a dinner in New York the old salt
of the past.
"He has disappeared," said Capt.
Osterhaus, sadly. "We made fun of
him, and before our ridicule he
blushed and vanished.
"Such stories as we used to tell
of him!
I "One, for instance, dealt with aniold shellback's beard.
I " 'Why is it, Bill,' a youth aatosi
'the old fellow, 'that you never shave
your upper lip clean?'
"'Well, ye see,' B111 answered, 'a
man's gotter have some place to
strike matches on ' Indianapolisa
—There isn't but one Earthquake
Carpet Cleaner and that's sold at
Bfiedermanat. s
—lie. Earthquake Carpet Clean,
Thare isn't but one Earthquake. Buy
it at Biederman's.
Thrift and fltkrigInees nos as eimi-
tar as they are different.
bar por 'pound ioc pt 13,ed-
.trniau'it Loup), kpw,
speaking, every person employed at
manual labor and all domestic ser-
vants and persons employed other-
wise than at manual labor, whose re-
muneration does not exceed $1,2,51)
yeaily, come within the act. For all
accidents to these the employers are
liable.
Employes Must Conspensate.
The compensation for partial or
total incapacitations cannot exceed
$5 weekly. Subject to that limita-
tion the basis of compensation will be
50 per cent of the average weekly
earnings. So long as an employe is
incapacitated the payment goes on.
i When death results from injury
the maximum compensation is fixed
at $1,500, with a minimum of $750.
This goes to "dependents"—"heirs"
would be a better term—who include
parents, granciparceos, husband cit
wife, stepparents, children, stepchil-
dren, brothers, sisters, half-brothers
and half-sisters. All these relations
rank equally even if illegitimate. If
the employe has no dependents the
maximum compensation is based on
medical and funeral expenses.
But even the table of affinity is of
no use ,to an employer. He may be
under the impression he is employing
a man without relations at a liability
In case of death of $50, hut it an ille-
gitimate relations, even a grand-
mother, should appear suddenly on
the wene„the lassaszed
immediately to $1,500.
The domestic servant who'Clumeily
or spitefully cuts off a hand or falls
downstairs receives compensation as
long as incapacitated.
Infirm Will Lose Jabs.
It is seriously doiibted whether the
bill will prove of real benefit to the
working classes. It is certain to be
disastrous to workers whom age or
Partial Infirrnify rend' unsafe for
thoroughly able to perform by reason
of the smypathy of employers.
It Is equally certain to deter large
numbers of poorer people from put-
ting honest work in the way of their
still poorer neighbors. Especially will
this be the case in thousands of
households where one domestic ser-
vant is employed and where boys and
men are occasionally but irregularly
employed.
One immediate result of the immi-
nence of the new bill's operation is
the enormous press of work in the in
surance offices. One large company,
new to the business, is issuing from
3,600 to 4,000 policies daily. An-
other has eight clerks employed
merely opening letters. Extra clerks
have been engaged and men drafte
from other departments to the acei
dent section of the offices. Individual
housekeepers are well alive to their
responsibility, while the great banks
and shipping and mercantile compa-
nies seem apathetic in regard to
risks
Nothing Is so often overestimated
RS the information riven "confident-
trii NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St, Paducah, Hy,






We do not want you to understand that this pitcher is worth
$1.00 or $1.4 because it isn't. The regular value is 45c. So
if you come in Saturday you can save 20c on one item. Not
necessary to bring your baskets. We will deliver them cheerfully
anywhere in the city. If this kind does not suit you we have
others ranging in price from 10c to 65c. We are not confined to
specials in glassware, but carry in stock a variety from all the
leading factories in the United States.
NOAH'S ARK HOUSE FURNISHING TORE
3 OADWAV
e- ae lased All
aq
In order that we all may enioY---this





—For Dr. Pendiey ring 416.
—Try Whitehead's 25 cent dinner.
POlite service. - -
—Fig bar per pound 10c
erman's tomorrow.
—Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
—Use Earthquake Carpet Cleaner.
There isn't but one Earthquake. Buy
it at Biederman's.
—Fine carnations at 50c per doz-
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
Gray's cafe, 404 Broadway. Noon-
day luncheon for ladles and gentle- Bids leer Coal.
men 25 cents. A la Carte bill of fare. Sealed proposals for furnishing
—The Ladies' Mite society of the the city ecbools coal for the coming
First Baptist chuech will meet Fri- winter will be received up to 7:30
day afternoon at 4 o'clock with Mrs. o'clock p. m. July 16, 1907, at office
J C. Coleman, 7,03 Monroe street in high school building. Bid on lump,
—Colored souvenir post-cards Of ,nut and mine run—about 
18 car
the city. Something entirely new in loads. 
Bidder makes difference In city
scales and company scales. Thethe line. Just arrived and are now on
Cal e at R. D. Clements & Co. board reserves 
the right to reject
—egarley & Fisher, veterinarians, any and all 
bids.
' 
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new 
W.T.BYRD,
phone 351. Clerk 
Board of Education.
D. Sowens-, bankrupt jewelry
stock being sold at public auction at RIVER 
EXCURSION ON
A. Pollock, 333 Broadway, commenc- 
STEAMER GEORGE COWLING
lag Saturday, July 6, at 2 p. m.
Lyle, a young man from eymsonia,
by Dr. J. \V. Peudley, assisted by Dr.
McClure, of Symsonia. The young
man stood the operation well. This
afternoon a tumor was removed from
the face of Mr. Amoss Nanny, of Ben-
ton, by Dr. Pendley.
—A nice cake for your Sunday
dinner. Fig bar at Bieeerman's 10c
per pound tomorrow.
—Place your oraers ror weddliig
Invitations at home. 'The Sun is
showleig as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
—There ise't but one Earthquake
Carpet Cleaner and that's sold at
edeem an's.
at Bled-
give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
is given try any transfer company in
America. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
—Eighty-five transients registered
at New Richmond house July Fourth.
—Dr. W. V. Owen has removed
hi s dental office from room 7 to
room 3 in Trueheart building.
--Use Earthquake Carpet Cleaner.
There isn't but one Earthquake. Buy
It at Biedertnan's.
—City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing C.o.
--There isn't but one Earthquake
Carpet Cleaner and that's sold at
Biederman's.
--Messrs. Manor & McConnell, of
Kansas City, Mo., will arrive tomor-
row to conduct the auction sole for
A. Pollock.
—For the best and c.heapest livery
rigs, ring lee. either phone. Cope-
land's stable. 419 Jefferson street.
—Have The Sun mailed to you or
any of your friends going away for
the summer. The address will be
changed as often as desired, and the
rate is only 25c a month,
— A nice cake for your Sunday
dinner. Fig bar at Biederman's be
per pound tomorrow.
—Otego tribe of Red Men will
meet tonight end install officers re-
eentlii elected.
--A tumor was removed this
morning from the beck of Mr. Wash
SCREEN WIRE
We will sell you screen
wire, all widths, at 1.1c
per square foot. As this
price is less than you are
asked to p.iy elsewhere,
you save money by buy-




on 2-8 by 6 8 and 240 by
6-10 screen doors and
will make special prices
on them. They are 11
inch thick, Nell finished
with fancy brackets,





To Metropolis Sunday, Jury 7.
Leaves Paducah at 9 a. m., 2 p. m.
and 6 p. m. Leaves Metropolis at 8
a. m., 1 p. m. and 5 p. m. White Peo-
ple only. Good order and no intoxi-
cants. Round trip fare 25 cents.
Aldermen Meet Tonight.
No businees was transacted last
night by the aldermen. Aldermen
Painter, Hank, Smith, Hubbard and
Stewart were present and after the
roll call, President Palmer announc-
ed that after a conference with the
city solicitor he deemed it best not
to ally salaries. They adjourned and
will meet tonight.
Notice.
I have this day sold my interest
in the grocery anti salOon business,
Ninth and Trimble, to M. H. Galla-
gher. MT, Gallagher is to collect and
pay all outstanding bilis.
THOS. BOYLE.
• In County Court.
County Judge R, T. Lightftert this
morning decided the case of T. W.
Culp against the Paducah Basket and
Box factory in favor of Cnip, giving
him $168 for breach of contract.




The Owls meet tonight at their




News et he wedding of Miss Emma
Wayeick, 420 South Sixth street, and
Mr. B. M. !Moseley leaked out today
to the surprise of many friends. It
,developed that the bride and groom
fiver* quietly married in Cairo laist
Tuesday and returned to the city
without telling anyone. But their
friends learned of it today and Mr.
and Mrs. Moseley are receiving their
congratulations. The bride is a
charming young woman and is pop-
ular in a wide circle of friends. Mr
Moseley is the president of the Cen-
tral Labor union, and it would be
difficult to find a more popular man
in the unions. He has served with
credit as president of the unions.
After a trip tithe Jamestown expo-
sition for which they leave tonight,
and a visit tie' eastern cities, they will
return to the city and reside at 1049
Monroe street;
Launch Party.
A pleasant trip .was had yesterday
by a party that made a trip up the
Tennessee river several miles. In
the party were: Misses Cot% Rich-
ardson, May Ellis, Bessie Green, Nora
Hart, Alice Berry:, Elizabeth Porter,
Jessie Ellis and Mrs. Charlotte Cos-
by, and Messrs. Will Harody, Charles
Richardson, W. T. Miller Marshall
Ellis, John Ellie, Clarence Whipple,
Everett Fulkerson and J. D. Bright.
' Enjoyable Surprise.
A surprise party was given by Mrs.
J. A. McCann, 1.041 Jefferson etreet,
in honor of Miss Maud efeCutcheon,
of Memphis, and Mr. }lemon Mc-
Cann., of Norfolk, Va. The house
was decorated in red, white and blue.
Those present were: Miss Fred Pax-
ton, Lizzie Kelley, Edna Beadles,
Mae Fowler, Lottie Briggs, Flora
McCann and Messrs Charles Keegan,
Joe Gockel, Tom Hoffman, David
Hays, Bernard ,Kavanaugh, Miltton
McCann, Addison McCann, Eddie
McCann and Howard McCann.
---
Entertainment for Visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Magnor. of
Minta, entertained 45 guests with a
fish fry July Fourth at Jeffreys
Springs, in honor of their niece, Miss
13essie Lou Watts, of Paducah. An
old-fashioned picnic dinner was serv-
ed on the ground. Among thise
present were Mimes Bessie Lou Watts
Paducah; Sadie Matthews, Laura
Poet, Jessie' McNeal, Maydie Watts,
Laura Magnor, Irene post and Mr.
and Mrs. W. C. Magnor, and Messrs.
Charles Thompson. Adrian Poet, Ben
McNeil, Denton Matthews, Lon El-
liott, Rh oal Bennett, George M a gpor.
Mr. and Mrs. Mullen and four chil-
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jeffrey,
and three children Mrs. McIntyre
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Matthews,
Mr. and jeers. Gibson, Mr. and Mrs.
McNeil and 'ctrfftren.
Dance Tonight.
The young society men will give a
dance tonight at the Wallace park
pavilion in honor of Miss Garnett
Buckner's house party and other
visitors in the city.
Wikoff-Puffer.
Tomorrow morning at 11:30
o'clock the marriage of Mrs. Hattie
Wikoff and Mr. Charles L. Parer
will be qtlietly solemnized at ,Mrs.
Wikoff's residence, 400 South Ninth
street. Mr. Puffer is connected with
the Stone & Webster company at
Terre Haute, Ind., and is a prosper-
ous young business man. His fiance is
a popular young matron of the city.
After the ceremony the couple wil
leave for St. Louis, Minneapolis and
then go to Terre Haute, where they
will reside for some time before go-
ing to Dallas. Tex., where they will
make their home.
For Grace Church Guild.
Next Friday night at the Casino at
Wallace park the two plays, "The
Romancers" and "At the Foot of the
Walle will be presented by amateurs
of the city under the direction of
Miss Anna Bird Stewart. of Cinch,-
Secretary. inati, for the benefit of the Guild of
  ithe Grace Episcopal church. Re-
hearsals will be held regularly and
HER IDEA.
"Yes, clef4r, that is the new meet,:
"What becomes of ill the oh.1 moons.
make 'ern ever irtte starer
MAMMA, CO they cut ';tit up
EVENING gUlit.
by the &steamer" oae *now ineir A. Metitunt, 1041 Jefferson street,
parts. Already the indications point
to a large audience arid under Miss
Stewarre direction it is certain to
be a success.
Mrs. A. L. Hooper has gone to La
Center, on a visit to her sister, Mrs.
Harrison.
Mr. acid Mrs. S. M. Smith have re-
turned from Oklahoma Clay, and are
the kuests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles chase fall goods.
Horton, 111e Clay street. , Hon. W. A. Berry went to Union-
Mrs. Charles Horton, 1110 Clay town today on a short business trip.
street, entertained with a 6 o'clock Mies Rade Mitchell and Wee Sal-
dinner' Thursday evening in honor of lie Baker, of Liman, will return
Mrs. Horton's visitors, Mrs..), H. Veil. home tomorrow after visiting Mrs. C.
name, of St. Louis, and Mr. Arthur J. Mitchell, 1623 Harrison street.
Horton, of Kansas City, Kansas. Coy- Mies Blanche Mitchell, of Prove
ers were laid for twelve. dence, will arive tomorrow to visit
MT. Thomas Wats= has returned Oirs. C, J. Mitchell, 1623 Harrison,
front the Jamestown exposition and street.
Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Frank Leah, of Tyler, Tex.,
is the guest of Mrs. George B. Hart
and Mrs. M. E. Lesh.
Mrs. M. G, Harmeling and Misses
Lena and Mabel Harmeling have re-
turned after a trip in the east.
Mrs. Caroline Bond and, grand-4
daughter, Miss Mary Evans, went to
Union City, Tenn., yesterday to visit
friends.
Mrs. J. E. Hahn and Miss Mettle
Farnbaker are visiting Col. M. J.
learnbaker.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Lewis left to-
day for Neu, York and other cities
in the east.
Mr. Robert Vint, of Cairo, was in
the city yesterday.
Mrs. J. C. Gilbert, Mr. and Mrs.
William .1. Gilbert and Miss Nell Bar-
ry are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Cooley, of Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe A. Miller and
Miss Joe Miller were the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Clay G. Lemon, of May-
field, yesterday. Miss Joe will visit
her 'sister, Mrs. Lemon, for eeveral
weks.
Mies Birdie Rapp went to Little
Rock yesterday to visit.
Mrs. Gilder Thornberry and chil-
dren, of 432 Fountain avenue, have
returned home after a visit to friends
at Maxon Mills.
Misses Mary and Louise Burnett
are visiting friends in Ballard county,
Miss Minerva Butterfield left for
her home in Chictgo todsy, where
she will remain until autumn.
Mr, Henry Levy, of Cairo, was in
the city yesterday.
Mr. John Hagan, of Hickman, is
visiting in the city.
Misses Florence and Mamie Olm-
stead, of Evansville, hid., are ex-
pected next Wednesday to visit Mr.
and Mrs. A. Kerth, 8.1-5 South Fifth
street.
will leave tonight for Norfolk,
where he, will resume his duties as,
yeoman on the battleship, KentuekY.1
Mr. McCann has been in the service
One year and in tao years will probe,
ably attend the naval academy at
Annapolis.
Mr. H. C. ithoder, of Rhodes Bur-
ford company, went today to Grand
Rapids, Mich., where he will pur-
Miss Yetta Herwitz returned to her,
home in Evansville today, after vis-
iting Mrs. Jake Friedman, 419 Sev-
enth street.
Mr. G. H. Wyman, of Iowa, passed
through the city today on his way to
Dawson Springs.
Miss Maud MeCutcheon will leave
tonight for Memphis, after a visit to
Mr. and 'Mrs. J. A. McCann and Mr.'
Hanson McCann, 1041 Jefferson
street. Miss McCutcheon Is a former'
Paducah girl.
Dr. N. W. Hilton, of the Illinois
Central hospital corps, is reported
better today.
Miss Claudine Woodward, of Jack-
son. Tenn., is the guest of her sister,





Allegheny, Pa , July 5.— Judge
Ewing, of the federal court today re-
fused a new trial to three officials,
charged with complicity in wreck-
ing the Enterprise National bank,
and imposed sentence to serve long
terms in the federal prison at Atlan-
ta, Ga.
AGED COIAMED MAN IS
STRUCK BY AN ENGINE.
James Martin; 65 years old, col-
ored, was struck by a switch engine
in charge of Engineer Amlin, at
Ninth and Harrison streets this af-
ternoon and his left leg *as cut off
between the ankle and knee.
A Few Dots on Man.
A man's life is full of crosses and
temptations.
He comes into this world withoui
his consent, and goes out against his
will, and the trip between the twn is
14
This number is very little,
but it's lucky this time.
Mrs. H. C. Roberts,
Lincoln Avenue,
guesses that number and
secures the lamp.
I Hart's Prices
will do you great good. —
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
rminnonmoomori
Incorporated.
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
—MITCHELLS for high-grade b
des, 326-328 South Third stre
FOR DRY WOOL. 0 Phone
2361.
Miss Marjorie Scott has been ill exceedingly rocky. Thevule of eon- FOR heating antovewood ring
for the last week, but is now eon_ traries is one of the important ftiet- 437 F. Levin.
vaiescing Tepidly. ures of the trip. FOR EA as
peone 23 
breakf t wood old
Mr, Harry Hollingshead, of. Chi- When 
he is little the big ghee kiss
cage, was in Paducah yesterday. him, but when 
he is grown up the BE
Mr. Blaine Kilgore has recovered little girls kiss him.
fr•om an operation for appendicitis. If he is 
poor, he is a bed manager:
Mess Birdie Rapp, of Trimble if he is rich, he is dishonest. •
street, has gone to Little Rock, Ark.; if he neds credit, he can't ge it;
if he is prosperous, every o eats
to do him a favor.
If he's in politics, j,tI for pie; If
he's out of politics you can't place
him; and he's goor for his coun-
try.
If he ce n't give to charity, he Is
a etriege cuter; if he does, it is far
sho,vr:-
If he is actively religious, he is a
hypocrite; if he.takes no interest in
Mr, John Lane, the well ,nreown, religion, he is a hardened sinner.
railroad man, went to Harefeed this If he shows affection, he is a soft
specimen; if he seems to care for no
one, he is cold blooded.
If he dies young, there was a
great future ahead of him; if he lives
to an old age, he has missed his call-
ing.
The road is rocky, but man loves
to travel it.—Chocago Trade Journal.
to visit.
Mrs. CharlieeEtter, wife of the
well known fireman at No. 4 Station,
Is ill at her home, 421 Tennessee
street.
Fourth ref July celebrations caused
many railroad men to lay off today,
and the shops were running on about
half force in the wood working de-
partment, with short forces in other
departments.
morning.
Manager A. L. J nes, of the
Cumberland Telephone company,
went to Paris, Tenn., this morning.
Mr. John ,Stnnott, Jr., went to Ed-
dyville thes morning.
Meeers. William Johnson, Her-
beet-tole,. Archie Pace, Charles Liles
d Jullun Starks, of Benton, re-
turned home. this morning after
spending The Fourth in Paducah. -
Miss Ruth Baynharn returned from
Mayfield this morning.
M'. Roy McGregor, formerly a
substitute clerk in the post office,brit
now of Benton, was in the city yes-
terday on business.
Mr, Oscar Hank returned from
idayfield this morning,
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Sieeth re-
turned from Mayfield this morning,
and will tonight go to Saratoga, N. Y.
Mrs. Joe Miller, wife of the circuit
clerk, returned from Mayfield this
morning.
Miss Irene Curd returned ofrom
Mayfield this morning.
Born, to Mrs. E. Gordon, a son,
at Pittsburg, Pa.
Mr. Hanson McCann, 11, 5. N., will
return to Norfolk, Va., to rejoin the
Kentucky. He has been home on a
ten days' furlough. •
Patrolman James Clark is this
wek taking his annual vacation -
Patrolman James Brennan, of the
Broadway beat, has tendered his res-
ignation effective tomorrow, and will
go to work on the Tennessee 'divis-
ion of the Illinois Central in the
bridge building force. He is an ex-
pert bridge earp••nter, and has made
one of the best patrolmen on the
force.
Evelyn Well.
Evelyn. the 1.8-months-old daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Well,
1.127 Broadway, died at 7:30 o'clock
yesterday morning of Summer com-
plaint. The funeral was held this
morning at 9 o'clock at the resi-
dence. The burial was in the Jewish
cemetery.
Called to Nephew's Bedside.
Col, Mann W. Clark, fire and police
commissioner, was called yesterday
to South MsAllister, Indian Territory,
te attend the bedelde of his son. Har-
ry Clark, who is saki to be Ill of con-
sumption and not expected to live.
The young man lived in Padueah un-
til a few years ago when he went
west for his health.
Chief of Polkie James Collins has Chesapeake bay at the mouth of the
returned from Creel Springs. Potomac river.
City Jailer Tom Evitte has returned
from a week's fishing expedition. In
his absence A. C. Shelton acted as
city taller.
Mrs. George Dunning, of Mayfield,
who is visiting Mrs. A. L. Powell, of
1011 South Fifth street, will return
home tomorrow.
Mr. Henry Younz. who is now




County latter Turnkey Bud Howellon boring machines and cabinet
kop-Lsiy -t-q nu ui 
steady 
to work
has gong.% Slater to visit.
stem need apply. Columbia ManufacturingMr. Emile Pruese the well known en Tim. Calcified Sugar 
to company.machinist, returned to Paducah this Roasted Coffee t).er ib 
morning and will wodk for the 1111- (Wilmot Hams, per lb. ,
hole Central again. He has, been in Plenfe-Ilatna, per lb.  11 heat Towboat tornptete, Wing now
2 pkgs. Saratoga Flakier for   25 at Mechanicsburg Landing. Willan' Chicago eighteen months.
Mr. Hanson McCann, who has been 3 pkge, Oatmeal Wafers for   25 trade for town property. F, Gent
VISiting hls parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. 3 pk .**desk for , Owner.
Relative Is Ill.
Mr. J. E. Lawless, inspector for the
Paducah Traction company, received
a telegram yesterday that Mr, J. B.
Lawless was critically ill at his
home at Joy, Livingston county, of territory. Experience unnecessary.
drofisy. Mr. Ed Lawless will leave $44.04 per week. Peerless Cigar Co.,
late this afternoon or tonight to be Toledo. Ohio.
at his bedside. FOR SALE—WT-4.: of round top
picket fence, in good condition. Call
Unknown Steamer Barns, at. 1101 South Fourth street, or tele-
Norfolk, July 5.—A large steamer, phone 964.
name unknown, Is reported to have
burned to the water's edge today in locket, set with sixteen diamonds,
LO'ST — A t Wallace park. gold
chain attached Return to The Sun
for reward.
—There is always a better place
for a good servant, and a better ser-
vant for a ;pod place. The want tide.
arrange these things.
rOUND---lody's purse. Owner
can get it by calling at Buchanan's
219 Kentucky avenue, identifying
and paying for this ad.
ENGLERT AND BRYANT
POR BMX— A two room house
$375; a five room house $675; both
on large lots in Rowlandtown. J. W.
Slough, owner, Station F', Memphis.
Tenn.
FOR SALE or trade—New *hoe
•
25 cent meals in City at
ehead's.
FOR RENT-- Small house on Sa-
lem avenue, Phone 433.
FOR SALE—White sewing ma-
chine, cheap. Phone 900.
CLEANING and pressing neatly
done, James Duffy. Phone 462-a.
COOK WANTED— Apply 321 S.
Third street. e
FOR SALE— Good much cow. Old
phone 1469.
'----COOKING stove for sale, 819
South Sixth street. Old phone 25.43.
FOR 'RENT—Four-room flat, 1440
Broadway, Liliard D Sanders, 318
South Sixth. Phone 765.
FOR RENT— Third floor over
Frank Jest's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
FOR THE BEST sandwiches, chile
and hot tamales, call at .111%
South Third street.
FOR ,SALE--Pairs Hartzmountain
Canaries. Fine singers. Ring 50. H.
Summerville.
WANTED—Boarding horses. Also
box stalls for rent. Bunt: Etter, 215
South Third street.
FOR RENT--Flve room cottage,
with all conveniences, Apply to Mrs.
J. M. Buckner, Eighth and Jefferson.
CLOTHES cleaned area pressed All
work guaranteed. Solomon, The Tail-
or, 113 South Third street. Phone
1016-a.
FOR RENT—One store room, 102
Broadway. Possession after July 6
Apply to George Langstaff, Phones
26.
CHICKENS for sale.-Nk w phone,
493.
FOR RENT— we very desira-
ble furnished ooms for gentlemen.
110 North eventh street.
WA D— A position. An oppori
tuni where intelligence and con-
in honesty will count for some-
thing. Have been teething county
schools. Know the city. Address, IF.
J. R., Care Sun.
GIRLS—For bottling department
at Dreyfus's, Well & Co., 115-117 N.
Second street. Inexperienced hands
cartlearrt the -work -quIckly:-Steade
employment, Apply at once at
office,
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL and Mr.
Frank Hegarty have formed a part-
nership to do all kinds of plastering,
and .the office will be at Weikel's
office, 126 South Fourth. Estimates
cheerfully given at any time.
WANTED--One experienced rid-
ing saddle machine operator; tw
first-class riding saddle makers ler
stock work; six harness makers on
fine goods; one thoroughly - reliable
machine operator for Boarworth and
Campbell machines. Steady Work to
sober men; good sages, no strike.
Write at once. S. S. Co., care this
office.
- e
KING EDWARD HONORS CARUSO
Decorates Italian Tenor U'ith the
‘'Ictorian (I, tier,
London. July 5.- - King Edward
Nee decoratei Enrico Caruso, the
Italian tenor, with the Victorian ol-
der, Signor Caruso is the first singer
i to be thus honored during the reign
of King •Edwat d.
Baptist Young People.
Spokane. Wash., July 5- The six-
teenth annual convention of the Bap-
tist Young People's Union assembled
here yesterday in the armory of the
national guard, about 1,000 of town
delegates being eresent. The sessions
will continue foe four days.
Saturn(' r Ailments.
Warm, sultry days, like those we
have had the past few days, bring
out the tired, run-down, spring fever
conditions in the mist healthy. You
feel drowsy most of the time, indiffer-FOR RENT---Four rooms, all con-
ent to everything, Komet imps haveveniences, over my store. Solomon,
headaches, and are "out ofThe Tailor, 113 South' Third. Phone dull 
soits" generally.1016-a.
-This is a condition incident to the
FOR SALE----A very desirable rest- first warm weather, but, it is merely
dence, 1237 Trimble street. Reason nature's warning to get in fit eon-for sale owner going to leave town.
Phone 605. 
dition for the hoe, season ahead.
The condition is dee'bo a sluggish
CIGAR SALESMAN wanted in your liver, deranged dieestive functions,
or probably deranged kidneys, It is
easily ancl.quickly -uresi, if taken in
hand- in time.
The osteopathic treatment is the
sane*, rational, most effective cure
for such ailments. Several treat-
ments in the dry hot air machine, fol-
lowed by the osteopathic' treatment
eradicates the condition. It stimu-
lates every funeitinn. --the liver, and
stomach anti bowels, the kidneys and
blood, the heart action, and does it
without resort to drugs of any wilt,
--just osteopathy.
I should like for you to investi-
gate osteopathy. It is a new seilenee
in healing but, there is nothing oc-
cult about it,—tnerely scientific
manipulation to restore a deranged
function to normal activity, am' to
give tone to n11 the organs of the
body.
The great success I am having with
It every day in the treatment of Pa-
ducah people you know well is the
testimony I offer for it Call me
over phone 1107, or call to eels me,
u petal re. 516 Broadway, at any time
from 9 to noon or 1:30 to 5 la the.
afternoon,. Dr, G. B. Prim" Caignpoutat 
Y RECORD
A SANE FOURTH
tag isigh4 Mr Levan ae1a*X1 the
horse by the bridal, when the horse
reared and he was thrown under the
horse's feet. The horse etepried on
him lipti stoversl places ad his ;debit
eye was cut. Mr. Leveu was just,
ready to returnlboani-anx1 had driv-
en from the stable /*hen the horse
, was frightened. N14711..evon's l'auttlYThirty Six People killed 1.8,w.,$ in the buggy 4nt they jumper
Weft{ .1.)t injured.Chicago Yesterday
New York Had 0114. Hundred and Six-
teen Crres--Accidents By the
• Thousands.
EXPLOSIVES AN PISTOLS.
Chicago. uly 6.-Thirty-six per-
sons ki A and 1,471 injured while
celeb ing Independence Day ac-
ing to the Record-Herald which
ade canvass of accidents in tile en-
tire United States during the past
twenty-four hours. In Chicago six
persona were killed by revolvers
which were supposed to be unloaded,
and with deadly giant crackers, New
York furnished seven dead, while
remainder of the list of fatalities are
scattered over the country. Of the
injured many will undoubtedly die.
A greater number of the injuries
, were caused by cannon orackers and





New York, July 5.-At midnight
the police figures showed the follow-
ing sera:Wes: Dead, 7; probably fat-
injured, 6; hospital cases, 423,
'not including dispensary cases. Fires,
116; arrests for carrying weapons,
423. These totals probably consti-
tute the records. Compared with
last year there were today twice as
many fires though with smaller losses
one hundred more accidents, and
about 101) more arrests.
More Casualties Than Ever.
Hatine, Wis., July 5.--Fourth of
July accidents were more numerous
this year than in many years be-
fore. Three persons probably fatally
Injured. At 1222 North Michigan
street, a child threw a lighted fire
cracker into a can containing seven
pounds of powder. In the explosion a
shed was blown to pieces and John
Solsus and Patrick Dunham probably
fatally injured and John Jacobs and
Max and Ethel Dunham seriously
John Hoblik, 25 shot in the back by
a stray bullet, be may die. G. S.
Schuetten had the lower part of his
legs mangled by the premature ex-
plosion of a cannon. There were at
least ten other accidents.
Lifted Into the Air.
Sheleea, Iowa, July 5.--Riding in
a carriage a party of a dozen pictrick-
s were suddenly lifted into the air
by n explosion of a quantity of fire
wor under the seat. Some careless
youth Ike citSpped a lighted cigar in
to the ex`pleives. The seat was torn
loose and wile( I. of the party liter-
ally' lifted into air. Harry Me-
/Lena, Guy Also, RNt Boyer were so
severely burned that 1.-lats;r condition
Ia critical. Of the others ()sel! Boyer,
Clyde Daisy Nenrie.,‘ ;Laura
Hall and Tonny Squires were serake-
',ly hurt.
Explosion KIRK Daughter.
Springfield: III.. July ,5.----John Het
fermi, the 9-year-old son of Engineer
Frank liefferna, of Chatham coal
mine, whose sister, Mary. aged 5,
died while being brought to this city
last n'ght as the result of a powder
explosion, died this afternoon in al
hospital here. Etta Reynolds, aged
3 years, daughter of Thomas Rey-
made, of this city, was playing with
fire crackers this afternoon when
her dress caught fire and she burned
to death.
Mr. Frank Leven 'trampled.
Fire works at Wallace park fright-





ru,n the he: e stopped
age wilt cisnt to the car-
Shot Three--ene Dead.
Roodhouse, Ill., July 5.-Yester-
day afternoon Orval Lane ehot and
wounded John Garrison, of White-
hall, a man by name of Retherford,
of this city, and Charles Armstrong,
of Roodhouse. Retherford is dead
and Garrison cannot live, but Arm-
strong may recover. Al) were cele-
brating the Fourth. Lane escaped.
EPIGRAMS BY BISMARCK
JUST BROUGHT TO LIFE.
Iron Chancellor's Sayings Show He
Held Himself is High Esteem,
Berlin. July 5.- Herr von Pos-
chinger -has printed a number of
unpublished sayings of Bismarck. of
which the following are samples:
"Princes would do well to make a
thorough study of the personalities
of foreign sovereigns whom they are
about to visit, and in accordance
with the result of this study receive
with cautions and friendly reserve
arty proposal in regard to the future
they may make."
"I do not consider myself infallible
I admit I have made many mistakes.
Fortunately for me my opponents al-
ways committed greater ones."
"After my resignation from office
It was perhaps to pe regretted I did
not remain in Berlin after my dis-
missal. How much could I have seen
and experienced there. I would glad-
ly have gone to the theater from
time to time, and the people would
have become accustomed to Bis-
marck in retirement, whereas if I
should let myself be seen in Berlin
now the people would almost over-
whelm me."
"1 have no desire to accept an in-
vitation to participate in the celebra-
tion in Berlin of the twenty-fifth an-
niversary of the foundation of the
German empire and the proclamatto
of a German emperor. I consider my-
self too good to appear as a piece of
old decorative furniture."
JACK CARTER'S EYE CUT
BY PIECE OF OLD IRON.
Late Wednesday afternoon Jack
Carter, an employe of the National
het Metal works, was cutting out a
flue out of a boiler at the old iron
furnace on South Third street when
a chip of crystalized iron flew off
and struck him in the left eye. The
ball of the eye was cut and doctors
are unable to tell how serious the ac-
cident may be. He was taken to
Riverside hospital, and this morning
was reported as doing well and may
in a few days be removed to his
home, 1636 Harrison.
Claude ('reason Victim.
Claude Creason, a,painter, of 1115
Clay street, lighted a cannon cracker
yesterday and th f•X1,14)SiVP went off
before he could let go, tearing off
tgle forefinger of the right hand.
-There will he move want ads.
fainted next yi•ar than this--thwy
grow as human needs and activities
increase.
"Oh' Willie, what's the queer-
lookin' thing with about 'a million
legs?•' "That's a millennium. Its
somethin• like a centennial, only it
has more legs"-"Natural History,"
in Life.
Justice probably had her eyes
blinded by some fellow with a pull
who got into trouble.
No man is rea:ly In love with a
woman unless he can write sonnets to





. . a = 13c
- 12c
There is none better. All
orders appreciated.
Dealers in New Aetna Blackernith Coal, $5 a ton,
and Anthracite Coal, $9 50 a ton.
CENTRAL COAL AND IRON CO.
Incorporated
















THE SALE OF SALES
Paducah's Greater Store
Opens Its
Half Yearly Clearance of Men's  Quality Clothes
Saturday Morning 
HIS is the event that the men who wear good clothes-have been awaiting. It doesn't seem to
matter what great inducements are -held out by other stores you'll find the men who wear
high class clothes always wait to see what's going to happen at the Old Reliable Quality Stove.
Tomorrow morning at the opening of the store we inaugurate our semi-annual cut on Fine
Clothing. We intend to sacrifice all Men's and Young Men's Three Piece Suits and all Boys'
and Children's Suits. Blues and blacks includcd; nothing reserved.
Men's and Young Men's Suits
$7.50 Men's and Young Men's Suits,$ 6.0020 per cent off 
$10 00 Men's and Young Men's Snits, 8.00
20 per cent off . 
$12.50 Men's and Young Men's Suits, in nn
20 per cent off _...... I UsUU
$15.00 Men's end Young Men's Suite, 12.0020 per cent off
Men's and Young Men's Suits
$18.00 Men's and Young Men's Suits, $144020 per cent off ________- o
$20.00 Men's and Young Men's Suits, 16.0020 per cent off 
$22.50 Men's and Young Men's Suits, 18.0020 per cent off 
125.00 Men's and Young Men's Suits, 20.0020 per cent off 
Men's and Young len's Suits
$30.00 Men's and Young Men's Suits, $24.00, 26 per cent off.
$35.00 Men's and Young Men's Suits, 28.00 20 per cent off 
140.00 Men's and Young Men's Suits,
20 per cent off _____- 3200




50 pairs of men's
tan oxfords, odds





Boys' and Children's Suits
$150 Boys' and Children's Snits,
20. per cent off -.- $1.20
$2.00 Boys' and Children's Suits, 1.6020 per cent off. 
$2.50 Boys' and Children's Suits, 20n
20 per cent off U
$3.00 Boys' ond Children's Suits, ).4020 per cent off
Boys' and Children's Suits
$3.50 Boys' and Children's Snits,
20 per cent off.
$4.00 Boys' and Children's Suits,
- 20 per cent off ••••••••••••••••••• 3.20
$5.00 Boys' and Children's Suits,
20 per cent off.. - 4.00
/6.00 Boys' and Children's Suits, 1
20 per cent off  4880
Boys' and Children's Suits
$7.00 Boys' and Children's Snits, S 5.6020 per cent off -
*800 Boys' arid Childrea's Suits. C A n
20 per cent off Uo/U
$10.00 Boys and Children's Suits, 8,0020 per cent off 
112.50 Boys' and Children's Snits, 10.0020 per cent off
The store will be open tomorrow morning as usual, we have no peeparations to make, the prices
are all marked on the goods---you can pick your pick.
No Goods Charged
at Cut Prices. Blues























Coat style, original price  45c75c forced saleprice 
Men's Pants
Odds and ends; sold regu- 1 3;
tarty at $2, $2.25 and $2.50;
forced sale price.
Ladies' Oxfords
All styles. sold at $2.00.
Forced sale 1120price
Men's Oxfords
Patent leather and vici kid tip and




Washable and dressy. Regu-
lar $1.50 goods. Forced
sale price  .........
Men's and Boys'
Caps




$1.75 size -at_ _________- $ 1 .35
2.25 size at ..... 1.70
4.00 square top at   2.85
5.00 square top at _ . 3.65
Suit Cases
1$.25 size  85c
4.00 Leather casts . _ .$2.95
5.00 Leather cases   3.80
Men's Pants
Pire worsteds. Sold at
$4.00, 4.50 and 5.00. 29 90Forced sale price . 
Rubber Collars





Forced to Do It
MUST VACATE
Store to be Enlarged and
,Completely Remodeled
THIS COMPELS US to occupy temporary quarters until im-
provements are finished. The landlord has notified us that
contractors want possession of our building as soon as possible.
This places us in a serious predicament. We have an enormous
stock---occupying two floors. To move this immense stock to
and fro would entail entirely too much expense, damage and
trouble. In order to meet the requirements of the contractors,
and to overcome moving the entire-Rea, we have co-ndiided-to
do something that is unusual and, under ordinary circumstances,
unnecessary.
But under circumstances as they exist we
are forced to offer entire stock at such ex-
tremely low prices that it will insure a hurried
selling of same.
This forced sale will be an honest, legitimate cut price sale---in keep-
ing with Marks' reputation for square dealing. We do not believe in
nor practice fake sale methods.
This is not a sale of cheap goods bought for "sale" purposes, but a
bona fide, straight-out sale of Marks' regular stock of honest, reliable,
guaranteed clothing, shoes, hats, trunks, etc.
It is a well known fact that Marks' regular prices at all times are
fully one-third lower than any other store in Paducah handling the same
class of honest merchandise.
Now, with these goods offered at greatly reduced prices, enables a
chance to buy first-class goods at almost one-half others' prices. This
applies particularly to clothing, shoes, hats and trunks.
Every article and garment in our store will
be sold at a cut • price. Eery article at cui
prices will be sold with Marks' positive guaran-
tee to be worth original price or money re-





116 Market Square. Paducah Kentucky.
Men's Suits
Honest goods; brukea lots. T.
sold at 7.50, 8.50 and
10.00. Forced sale 4.90pr ice _________.
Men's Suits
These cannot be bought elsewhere
for less than 12 00.
Forced sale 6.65price 
Men's Suits
Fine enough for anyone. They





Same styles, same qualities, same
workmanship as the
15.00 kind on Broad-
way. Forced sale price 9.75
Men's Suits






Finest goods; hand-tailored. Bet-
ter than any 18.00suit 12 40
in town. Forced
sale price_________ ....... _
Knee Pant Suits
One and two of a kind, but all
sizes in the lot. Sold at
.55200 and 2.50. Forcedsale price. 
Men's Hats
All styles, all colors.
Regular 1.50 goods.
Forced sale price 1.15
Men's Pants
Fine goods, elegantly tailored.
Every pair sold at 3.00 2
or 3.50. Forced sale
price .10
Men's Hats
High class, newest styles. They
are 3.00 in other stores. 1.90Forced saleprice 
Men's Overalls









which entitle you need, if you compare 
the I. 1-1. C. with
others. The merits of I. H. C. engines are 
so apparent that
an examination will convince you 
that you need this engine.
A test will remove any doubt in 
your mind as to which
engine is the best. It is the I. H. C. Safe, 
simple, reliable,
economical. Wt. handle this engine and will be 
glad to
demonstrate it to you.
POWELL-R.OGERS CO.,
INCORPORATED
1129 North 3rd. St. Paducah, Ky
Loft.
1
Motor Boat Garage Company
General Supplies and Repairs
General agents gasoline launches. Boats for excursion parties,
hunting trips, etc. Lieensed operator.
Paducah, Ky., Back of Riglesberger's Mill.
Old Phone 1113
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
—Incorpc.• ti
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.



















Waltz — "Enchantment" — Selection from
"The Time, Place and Girl."
Intermezzo—"Nippeano"........____Tossey
Ext. March—"salute to Williamsport."
Above program rendered every night.





















Norman Rapgood. perience t o
ary arguments based on the opinions
of George Washiegton, but even he
comes below Lincoln in this species
of appeal. The name of Jefferson
of oourse, is used daily to decorate
speeches and editorials, but seldom
with the close and serious applica-
tion to the question that is made of
Lincoln's name. Marshall, Webster,
Calhoun, Clay and the leaders gen-
erally in debating and developing the
constitution are quoted less than for- ginnings, and they
merly, and Hamilton, strong as he predate the great truth that our
remains, is not a name to conjure " .1 Integrity, and future fame,
THE KODAK STORY
Of summer days grows in charm
as the months go by—it's always
interesting — it's personal — it
tells of the plaoes, the people
and the incidents from your
point of view—just as you saw
them. And It's an easy story to
record, for the kodak works at
the bidding of the merest novice.
There is no dark-room for any
part of kodak work, it's all sim-
ple. Press the button—do the
rest—or leave it to another—just
as you please. The kodak cata-
logue tells the details. Free at
McPHERSON'S
Drug Store.
KodeakIs $5 to $1100
!Brownie/4 $1
with. Lincoln's opinions bold a place
apart.
The reason for this is to be found
not in superiority to the other states-
men in analysis of public nuestionst.
The domination of the Linedln idea
is a moral domination. It is his per-
sonality, his type, that the people
worship and appeal to. That aspect
of him which is most alive today,
which will for centuries bear most
fruit, is the quality of his spirit—
his richness in those principles which
are generally associated with the re-
ligion of Jesus. Universality of sym-
pathy was his, and it belonged not to
Hamilton, or Jefferson, or Webster,
or Calhoun. Washington had an ail-
including sense of right and justice,
but it sprang from his brain; it did
not include great humanity of emo-
tion. The key-note of the tradi-
tional Lincoln (which is in a large
way true of the actual Lincoln) is
charity, or love of all men—charity,
which means sorrow, the sorrow of
understanding, the sorrow of an open
heart, A strong American, John
Quincy Adams, used the words: "In
charity to all mankind, bearing no
malice'or Ill-will to any human being,
and even oompassionating those who
hold in bondage their fellow men,
not knowing what they do."
Such siould be the spirit in which
Lincoln would pe•form his duties if
he were alive today. He would take
a position, firm and disinterested, on
each important question that it be-
came necessary to decide, but there
would be for him noediatribe, no
violence, no stirring of class hatred,
no assumption that his opponents
were inhuman villains or vampires.
He would open his understanding
and his sympathy to capitalist and
laboring man, to socialist and reac-
tionary, to democrat and republican,
to white.and black, to protectionist
and free-trader, to those who dis-
agreed with him as to his warm sup-
porters. He would patiently and
profoundly dwell upon every interest
and every point of view. When he
decided, he would act with decision,
but as an enemy to none, as a com-
prehending friend to all.
This estimate of Lincoln's charac-
ter and its application to present-day
needs is interesting, coming as it dote
from one of Lineoln's ablest and
most noted biographers. That thie
great democratic spirit may never
cease to be an ineuenee for good
with the American people, the Lin-
coln Farm association is planning to
build on his birthplace in Kentucky
the greatest memorial in the world.
The humble surroundings which were
familiar to his boyish eyes and the
simple life from which he came will
be so forcefully illustrated on these
110 acres which his fathlir tilled that
the youths of all generations to come
who visit this national shrine will be
inspired by the fact that great
things are possible from small be-
The following reduced rates
are announced:
Jamestown, Va. — Exposi-
tion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
Saratoga Springs, N. T.—
Knights Templar-426.20—
July 2nd to 7th Inclusive,
good returning until July 16,
with privilege of extension
until July 24, upon payment
of 61.00 extra. Through
sleeper from Paducah to Buf-
falo, on train 104, 1:33 a, m.,
Saturday, July 6.
Phtladelphla—B. P. 0. IC.-
624.'00, July 11th to 14th In-
clusive, good returning until
July 23rd with privilege of
extension until July 31st.
Through sleeper from Padu-
cah, leaves on train 104, July
14th, 1:33 a. m.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth i.nd
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,





rests mein character rather than
magnificence. Realizing how much
of a commoner (if we may use the
term) was this great and true noble-
man, the men who are directing the
building of this great memorial be-
lieve that its success should rest
upon the great American people
rather than upon a few predatory
rich, who, might, in their own names,
give magnificent sums to this end.
The Lincoln erarm association ap-
peals to the individual patriotism,
the whole people, asking every man,
woman and ,child, in whose heart is
the love of country and a reverence
for the memory of Lincoln, to be-
come a member.
Each member is called upon to
contribute whatever amount he or
she whites, provided it is not less
than twenty-five cents or more than
twenty-five dollars, and to every
member is issued a large, handsome-
ly engraved Certificate of Member-
ship, bearing the seal of the associa-
tion, with the autographs of the offi-
cers and trustees. The name of the
member is then entered in the per-
manent catalogue, which is to be
kept forever in a place of honor in
the historical building to be erected
at the parte Thus the funds are
being raised by popular membership
subscriptions, and already the names
are coming in by thousands from
every state in the union, more than
thirty thousand having joined be-
fore March 1st. The labor unions,
fraternal orders, historical societies,
women's clubs and organizations of
all sorts have pledged themselves to
spread the work during the coming
winter, and seventy-the per cent of
the daily newspapers, recognizing the
broadly democratic spirit and typical
Americanism of the movement, have
promised to give the tremendous
weight of publicity to it.
The officers and board of trustees
of the Lincoln Farm association,
which has its offices at 74 Broadway,
New York City, are as follows;
Joseph W. Folk, president, gov-
ernor of Missouri; Joseph H. Choate,
ex-ambassador to England; Henry
Watterson, editor of Louisville Cour-
ler-Journal; Cardinal Gibbons, arch-
bishop of Baltimore; Edward M.
Shepard, lawyer and author; August
Belmont, director of Louisville and
Nashville R. R.; Horace Porter, ex-
ambassador to France; William
Travers Jerome, district attorney of
New York county; Jenkin Lloyd
Jones, director Lincoln Centre, Chi-
cago; Charles A. Towne, ex-congress-
man from New York; William H.
Taft, secretary of war; Lyman J.
Gage, ex-secretary of treasury; Nor-
man Hapgood, of "Collier's; Ida M.
Tarbell, biographer of Lincoln; Sam-
uel L. Clemens ("Mark Twain");
Augultus Saint-Gaudens, sculptor;
Albert Shaw, editor "Review of Re-
views;" Thomas Hastings, architect;
,Rebert J. Collier, of "Collier's:"
Clarence Mackay, treasurer, presi-
dent Postal Telegraph and Cable
company, and Richard Lloyd Jones,
secretary.
Wise Connate From the South.
"I want to give some valuable ad-
vice to those who suffer with lame
back and kidney trouble," says J. R.
Blankershlp, of Beck, Tenn. "I have
proved to an absolute certainty that
Electric Bitters will positively cure
that distressing condition. The first
bottle gave me great relief and after
taking a few more bottles, I was com-
pletely cured; no completely that it
becomes a pleasure to recommend
this great remedy." Sold under guar-
antee at all druggists. Price 6'oc,
First Passenger Elevator.
Probably not one person out of
500 entering the south car in the el-
evator shaft of the Fifth Avenue ho-
tel ever stops to read the little
framed notice whirls hangs in one
corner. But to the observing few
the; little notice tell story. "In
this very space, forty-eight years ago,
was placed first passenger elevator
ever built in the world." In 1859,,
when first installed, it was one of
the ettriositiee of the city, and visit-
ors from far and near Came to wit-
ness its operation.--New York Sen.
How to Cure
"To enjoy frOthdom from chil-
blains," writes John Kemp, East Otis-
field, Me., "I apply Bucklen's Arnica
Salve. Have also used It for salt
rheum with excellent results." Guar-
anteed for fever sores, indolent ul-
cers. plies, burble wounds, frost bites
and skiu 25c at all drug-
gists,
•
To ESTABLIelii MODEL FAKAls.
VieishIngton Stale College Plans to
tit, Into the Actual Business of
Farming.
Pullman, Wash., July 5.—The
state college department of agricul-
ture has under advisement the estebe
lishmeat of "demonstration farms" in
different sections of the state, where
dairying, hog raising, farming under
irrigation may be demonstrated to
those interested Prof. Elliott pas
token up the organization of this
work in accordance with numerous
suggestions from prominent farmers
and commercial clubs of Washington.
The following is from st communica-
tion from the Commercial club of
Rosalie, which reveals the plan:
"This plan would be to secure
eighty acres of land, place modern
farm buildings on it and get an east-
ern man of education and hustle to
carry along diversified farming and
be guided by your judgment as to
what is best in this climate and soil.
We do not want local farmers' ad-
vice and opinions. Our business in-
terests will back the enterprise from
an educational and experimental
standpoint. We also want to get a
truck farmer from the vicinity of
one of the large cities to farm ten
acres. We believe it better to have
an eastern man than a 'native,' as
the latter would not do the farming
as we should desire it to be done."
"We expect to establish this work,"
said Prof. Elliott today, "as suggest-
ed in the above letter. We will en-
deavor to establish 'demonstrative
farms' in such parts 0f5 the state as
may be necessary to touch each of
the varied farming interests, and
each farm will be in charge of an ex-
pert, the experiment station retaining
a general supervision over the work
"On the west side we hope to es-
tablish demonstration farms for dairy
lug, farming under irrigation, hog
raising, and I wish much to estab-
lish a cattle raising station. We hope
to have about a dozen of these farms
scattered throughout the states sev-
eral of them to be conducted with
especial reference to the truck gar-
dening possibilities near the large
cities, such as Spokane, Tacoma, and
Seattle.
"One idea will be to operate in the
alfalfa and sheep raising districts—
North Yakima or Wenatchee, for in-
stance—and work for the securing of
maximum profits in. alfalfa raising
specialized; another would be to ex-
hibit the maximum profits to be de-
rived from, say, ten acres of small
fruit and garden land near Seattle;
and so on, all over.
Cured Lung Trouble.
"It is now eleven years since I had
a narrow escape from consumption,"
writes C. 0.-Floyd, a leading busi-
ness man of Kershaw, S. C. "I had
run down in weight to 135 pounds,
and coughing was constant, both by
day and by night. Finally I began
taking Dr. i'ng's New Discovery, and
continueefils for about six months,
when my cought and lung trouble
were entirely gone and I was restored
to my normal weight, 170 pound""
Thottsands of persons are healed ev-
ery year. Guaranteed at all drug-
gists. 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle
free,
• 
Friend—I suppose the baby is fond
of you?
Papa—Fond of
all day when I'm
up all night Just
ciety.—Town and
me? Why he sleeps
at home and stays
to enjoy my so.
Country.
"To Keep Well
The whole year through," write it L.
A. Bartlett, of Rural Route 1, Guil-
ford, Me., I and my family use Dr.
King's New Life Pills. They have
proven most satisfactory to all of us."
They tone the system and cure bile
ousnese, malaria and constipation.
Guaranteed at all druggists, 25c.
A woman derives more pleasure
tram planning things that never come
off than a man dix•.s from the actual
happening of things.
What's the Use
To buy so many shoes?
Buy good $3.50 Meier
shoes and get what you
pay for. Try them if
you want to cut down
that shoe bill. Need any
white, tan or black shoe
polish? We have it at
RUNGE'S SHOE STORE
121 Shell Third Street -
A Man is Known by th
phone He Kg
---0
Paducah people demand" the best and we meet the
demands of the best people.
EAST TENNES§Ey TILEPtIONE CO.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL, ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
IWe Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.--.Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY






We sing in praise
Of the gas range
Neat and cool.
No worry, no care,
Just burn hot air
'Tis the cleanest









IND FATHER IdatiEel HIS
no. Ill.. July 5—A jury of vern-
t wOmen has convinced Previ-
te Lindner, of the Plano Heat,
',and Power company, that he
' a "stung" fairly and sotta.rale
five $1*) go4d Weems he offered
SIghter Emma if she would
Ar settle° gown at a high school
\ i
'graduation exercises. As a result
$100 Mite Lindner MIA the money in bank
and Mr. Lindner hag aequired an en-
tirely new respest for calico.
There was a larger graduating
class, than usual this year, and the
'11,07 0.1110lig the girlt in matters of
dress reached a 'tree pirth. As 'a
test of (hamster Mr. Lindner offered
a $ leo prise in he .awarded to his





The $25.00 men's and 2000. ypuths' suits now 
The $30 00 men's and
youths' suits now
The $35.00 men's and 28,00youths' suits now
FOfINOUNCEMENTSpecial Interest
Roy L. Gulley & Co. announce
their second Semi-Annual Clear-
ance Sale to begin tomorrow.
the regular prices will be the re-
duction made on all Men's Spring
Suits, also the Youths', Boys' and
Children's Suits. As heretofore,
blacks and blues are included---
only the outing apparel is re-
served.
Unusual emphasis is placed upon the
completeness of the assortments offered,
and the fact that it is utterly impossible to
buy a carried-over suit in this sale. "The
New Store's" stock is all new.
We have been repeatedly compli-
mented upon the elegance of our clothing,
its fit and excellent tailoring, as well as
our moderate prices.
This stock is now yours to select from,
with the advantages mentioned above, and
with reductions as follows:
The $7 50 men's and
youths' suits now
- The $12 50 men's and
youths' suits now
The $15.00 men's and
youths' suits now
The $18.00 men's and
youths' suits now
The $20.00 men's and
youths' suits now_ 1 U.
The $22 50 men's and
youths' suits now
The $2.50 boys' and
children's suits now
The $3.50 boys' and
childrer's suits now
The $4.00 boys' and
children's suits now
The $5 00 boys and
children's suits now
The $6 00 boys' and
children's suits now
The $6 SO boys' and
children's suits now.
The $7.50 boys' and
children's suits now
The $850 boys and
children's suits now  
The $9.00 boys' and
children's suits now
The $10.00 boys' and
children's suits now 
with a calico gown. b'he accepted the Hut Mr. Lindner was convinced of Can You Walk Straight?challenge.
When on ceomtnesicement night
Mr. Lindner beheld his daughter
marching trp to the settee he sinned
a cynical smile. He saw her garbed
Id a magnifleent creation, ishiCh, to
his error. All the women of heti Host men cannot walk In a straight
household and of nelithhering house- line with the eyes open, and pone
holds gave their experS„testimoey ever lived that could do so with his
that the gown Wat. nothing but white eyes Ohne Try It. It is an aged say-
calico with blue pin dots, cooling 5 'Ing that a man follows his nose: and
cesits a ward. What it it was so faiths there never was a nose since Adamher Py0, attesged her womap's weak- timed with tucks and trimmed itillillblit ilt004 Ittestelif In trout bf a face
eeeP
!
floss in Gish fat* of a mettorialsaeris bialtanei lee. in looked sertions that It  All of tie are affileted with either i
flee, • He Made itsi his Mind he Wire like a iiiik r tion armvit? it vta" 
t













left or to 'the right. It cannot be
helped. Set up two posts on the
lawn and bet a million that no man
or woman in the crowd can walk
from MO to the other without an-
fractuosity. L,obt of fun hi it.—New
York Press.
fakes more nerve for a woman
a telegram then it
open a jachpot.
One of Them Gives Reason Why Pees
pie Should Store Their Fuel in
The Summer Time.
The local coal dealers are making
an effort to supply their customers
with a great part of their winter sup-
ply of coal this month and next, and
the usual summer price discounts
have been put into effect this week'.
"We are already having some trou-
ble at the melee, in getting care
enough to handle .eur business,"
said one prominent dealer today,
eard this is one of the chief reasons
why we like to fill as many coal
houses as we can in the summer. Au
a rule, our customers will give their
orders in the summer, and expect us
to make deliveries in the fall, and
this, of course, means congestion at
that time, just when the railroads.
too, are the busiest. The result is a
stringency in the car supply. If the
people would learn to put in their
coal in the summer it would facili-
tate matters a great deal. The
strets are in better condition. So.
too, are the alleys, and we can make
deliveries a great deal better."
The reported sugested that e
great many people are averse to lay-
ing in coal in the 'summer on account
of the lose through slacking.
"There is nothing to that theory,"
the coal dealer replied. "It is true
coal will slack a little, when tramped
upon, but, when left stacked it I
nothing, you might say."
SHOT IN BREAST
Companion Engaged in Altercation
With Crap Shooters and He Got
Henri.
Pete Gibson, a fireman on the Illi-
nois Central, lies seriously wounded
in the railroad hospital the result of
an attack by a colored man yesterday
afternoon just back of Wallace park.
He was shot by Jonas Smith, who
made his eecape after a lively chase
through the woods.
Gibson and Iva Merriman were
walking about the park and strolled
Into the woods. Several colored men
had been in a crap game, and Smith
is alleged to have become angered at
Merriman's remark that negrose were
not allowed in the park and Smith es.
and his companions should not
loitering about. llot words were ca
changed, and starting for the men
with a stick, Merriman was stopped
by the sudden display ee a pistol. He
fell to the ground 4t time, and the
bullet Intended kir Merriman struck
Gibson, who was standing behind
him, in the right breast. The bullet
pawed through the fireman's body.
Dr. J. D. Robertson was summoned.
Building for Tomorrow.
To the European eye American
towns and villages have the appear-
ance of temporary structures. Even
in New England, rich in stone, most
buildings, except in the crowded parts
of large cities, are of wood. Old and
much traveled highways cross streams
over wooden bridges, which last but
a few years.
During the first three months of
this year the fire losses in the United
States and Canada amounted to
$64,000,004), $10,eue,000 more than
for the corresponding three months
of last year. Every year cities on the
inland rivers sustain enormots; losses
from floods. losses greater in the ag-
gregate than the cost of preventing
by proper embankments and other
means the disastrous effects of the
floods. Everywhere is evidence of a
disposition on the part of Americans
to build for today rather than for to-
morrow,
The reason for this is that America
has not wholly outgrown the spirit of
pioneer days. when shelter had to be
thrown together for the night. Peo-
ple needed houses faster than they
could build them.. There was not
time to use brick and stone. Ilse
habit of hastey, impermanent build-
ing is fastened upon us; wooden
houses of the fliroslent Mt; rise and
decay like mushroonis.
Permanence and stability come
with age. The American is taking
more time to think of the future, ha
is beginning to build; more solidly.
One sign of this is theattempt to In-
troduce into many AmeriPan cities
j
architectural plans for streets and
water fronts which shall give order
and direction to growth for a thou-
sand years. The American imagine-
don is gaining In scope and steadi-
ness.—Youth's Companion.-
"Hark!" They'stopped and listen-
ed Intently. "1 hear nothing." whis-
pered the other man. "That's it,"
cried the guide. "What's It?" "The
Fairbanks boom."--Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
Wben a fellow is tostwetn the dwell
and the deep sea he generally goes to
the former.
Pride Is what Makes a Man go
butters rather than ask for the prkeof a dinner.
--weeeeeittereeeee'''.
\ I. II. ".'1 ti IMENT OF THE
ty National Bank
OF PADUCAH, KENTUCY
.AT THE ClAitiE OE BUISIBESS JUNE 29TH, 1907.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts   . $1848,925.34,
U. B. Bonds, 2 per cent   250,4•00.90
Bonds other than U S. 3S, 175.00
Banking House 5,000.00
Other Real Estate  13,500.00
Cash and Exchange   1 62.5 08 .85
Total  $1,349,499.15
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock  fle.M0,1)041.00
Surplus  e.• • • .  1011,000.110




Indhidual Deposits  $182, 116.119
Time Deposits 206,e81.40
United States Deposits 10,910.20
Bank Deposits ...... . . . 31.060.59 770,610.28
Total $1,340,499.15
A dividend of 0 per cent. was this day declared and placed to
the credit of I he shareholders.
___ _ _ •.
Se:MI-AN:, i TA L STATEMENT.
First National Bank I,.......
Of Paducah, Kentucky,
At the close of business Jiness autT 29, 1907,
Ile:SOURCES:
Loans and discounts  $570,098.23
Overdrafts 5,519.76 4
U. S. Bonds 65,000.00
Other stocks and bonds 15,000.00
Banking house  .. 24,500.00
Cash and exchange 248,700.25
tue from U. S. treasurer 3,250.00
Building account 1,000.00
_Teta e.,,_ . ......... ._,„,,e..„
LIABILITIES: ----1




Fund for taxes 10,000.00
•
Total  .. $933,148.24
The eighty-second semi-annual dividend of seven per cent. Is
declared and placed 'to shareholders' credit, payable on demand.,
R. L. REEVES, President. . T. A. BAKER, Cashier.
.v
CONDENSED STATEMENT OF THE
The echanics and Farmers
avings Bank
OF 1)ANCAH, KENTUCKY,
At the Close of Business June 29th, 1907.
nnsocit,CES:
Loans and discounts 
Stocks and bonds 
Banking house furniture and fixtures 







Capital stock ....................  $ 50,000..00
Uplivided profits  4,331.33
Depneite  251,852.18
Total 8306,183.51
A dividend of 2 1-2 per cent. was declared out of the net earn-
lugs of past six months and credited to the stockholders, payable
on demand J. T. LAURIE, Cashier.
Globe Bank and Trust Company
STATEMENT ()ONDITION OF THE
Incorporated.
Of Paducah, Ky.
At the Close of Business June 29, 1907,
RESOURCES.
Loans ahd Discounts 9260,085.62
Storks and Bonds   31.135.00
Banking House  17.000.00
Furniture. and Fixtures  . I  5,730.00
Real Estate 1.200.00
Cash and Exchange  59,158.51
Total   *191,329.13
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock $100,000.90
Surplus Fund   231.000.00
Undivided Profits  3,173.79
Tax Fund  1,550.00
Deposits  250,003.64
Total   $094,320.13
A Dividend of 4 per cent, was declared out of the Net Earn-
Mae of the last Ai% mouths and placed to the credit of the Mock-
holders entitled thereto: 92,1410.11e 5j, rulded to Undivided
Profit g.
foreign country.
Of the niore than 6.00 million dol-
lars which the trade with Latin
America will aggregate in the year
just ending, approximately 300 mil-
lions will be imports and 25,0 mil-
lions will be exports, still including
in these figures the trade with Porto
Rico. These figures for 1907 are
based upon complete returns for
eleven months and an estimate for
June, the twelfth month of the fiscal
year. Accepting this estimate as an
approximate measurement of the
trade with Leen America, in 1907,
it may be said that the total imports
from all Latin America show an in-
crease of 132 per cent over those
from the same area in 1897, while the
exports to those countries show an
increase of 212 per cent.
Gro,wth of Trade.
The growth of trade with the Latin
American countries has .beeu._ more
rapid than with many other sections
of the world, and in both imports
and exports the percentage of in-
crease is greater than that with the
remainder fo the commercial world.
Figures just compiled by the bureau
of statistics of the department of
commerce and labor show that im-
ports from Latin America in 1907
are, as above indicated, 132 per cent
greater than those of a decade ago,
while those from all other countriet
combined are but 78 per cent greater
than a decade ago. Exports to all of lions in 1 9,07; leaf tobacco, from 2 1-3
Latin America in 1907 are 212 ""millions in 1e97 'to 13 millions in
LATIN AMERICAN
COMMERCE GROWS
Bureau of Statistics Shows
Amount of Shipping Dona
Exports and Imports To and Emma
Our Neighbors To South of
Us Tabulated.
TRADE W1TH WEST INDIES
Washington, July 5.—Trade of the
•Untied States with her Latin Ameri-
can neighbors Aggregates more than
Vet) million dollars in the fiscal year
ending with the present week,
against but little more than 230 mil-
lion dollars a decade ago. The %total
commerce with all Latin America in
the fiscal year 1897 was but 234 mil-
lion dollars in value. In the fiscal
NING- SUW
-
fpof about 225 per cent, though it Is laud *sidle rubber, free eliuwieg Ai
roper to add *that the Srollp "Cen- total importation i 1897 of a Mese
tral America" now includes Panama, less than La mill dollars and ih
made for canal purposes, while le in 1907. /The growth in exports to American-ziermall Natto which large shipmeuts are being IS97 and approsdniately 35 millions
1S97 Panama, then a part of Colorn- these countries, indicated,as above
veis not included in the group of occurs chiefly which
Ventral American states.
Record Breaker.
The trade of the Calved States
With Latin-American countries will,
in 1907, in nearly all cases, make its
highest 'record, both as to imports
and exports. In the case of .Meitico,
imports therefrom will amount to
about 57 million dollars, while the
highest record in any earlier year was
51 millions in 1906. The exports to
that country will aggregate about 65
Million dollars, while the highest
record in any "earlier year was 68
lliions in1906. In the case of Cuba,
imports therefrom will aggregate
about 97 millions, while the highest
previous record was 86 millions in
19,05. The exports to Cuba will ag-
gregate about 49 millions, while the
highest earlier record was 47% mil-
lions in 1e06. In the case of Brazil.
the imports therefrom will slightly
exceed 100 millions in the fiscal year
1907, against a traction over 99%
millions in 19e5, the only preceding
year year 1907 it will show approxi- year in which the import figure
s from
niately 6141 millions. In this figure Brazil exceeded lee 
millions Iceilig
is inclutied the trade with Porto Rico 1892, in which year 
the imports were
not .now considered as foreign corn_ materially overva
lued by reason of
merce but entitled to be considered erroneous valuations 
of the Brazil-
in this calculation, which compares ian surrency, in which 
the figures of
the figures of 1007 with those of her exports were statecP
. The ex-
1897, a date when Porto Rico was a ports to Brazil in the 
year now about
to end will aggregate about 18 mil-
lion dollars, while the highest figure
in any preceding year was 15 mil-
lions in 1895, From Argentina the
Imports of' 19447will show a loss of
about 1 million dollars as compared
with 1906, and theh exports thereto
about equal to those of 1006. From
Porto Rico the merchandise reaching
the limited States will amount to
about 23 million dollars in value
against a little less than 2e millions
in the preceding year.
Few Articles.
The increase in importations from
the Latin-American countries occurs
chiefly in a few great articles, while
the increase in exportations thereto
is distributed among a large number
of articles, chiefly manufactures.
From Mexico the most important im-
portations, measured by values, are
sisal, pig copper, and bides and skins.
Sisal shows a growth from less than
4 million dollars in 1897 to approxi-
mately 14 millions In 1907; copper
in pigs and bars, front a little over a
half million dollars in 1897 to 14
millions in 1907; copper ore, front
about $4e,0010 in 1897 to about 4
million dollars in 1907;. and hides
and hides and skins, from 1% million
dollars in 1897 to over 5 millions in
1907. From Cuba the chief imports
are sugar and tobacco, sugar show-
ing a growth from practically 12 mil-
lion dollars in 1897 to about 64 mil-
cent more than in 1897, while those
to all other countries are but 68 per
cent greater than in 1e97.
In this term' .'Latin-American"
countries are included Mexico, Cen
tral America, all of South America
except the British and Dutch Guianas
and all of the West Indian islands
except those under British,' Dutch or
Danish control.
The principal countries withohich
this growth in our trade occurs are
Argentina, Brazil and Chile, in South
America; Ceptral America as a
whole, Mexico, Cuba and the island
of Porto Rico, the latter not Mow in-
cluded in the statistics of foreign
commerce, of - the United States, but
included in this statement ,which
compares trade conditions with Latin
America at the present time, with
those of a decade ago, when the fig-
ures of our trade with Porto Rico
were included with those of our for-
eign commerce.
Imports.
Imports from Argentina have in-
creased from 10% million dollars
In 1907 to approximately 17 mil-
lions in 1907, a growth of about 60
per oent, while the exports to Argen-
tina have increased from 6 1-3 mil-
lions in 1897 to approximately 321e
millions in 1907, a gain of more than
tete per cent. From Brazil the im-
ports have grown from 69 millions
in 1$97 to more than 100 millions
in 1907, an increase of a little less
than 411) per cent, while the exports
to Brazil have grown from 12% mil-
lions to over 18 millions, an increase
of a little' more than 44 per cent.
From Chile the imports have in-.
creased from 3 % millions in 1897 to
about 17% millions in 1907, while
o that country thhe exports have in-
creased from slightly more than 2;4
millions to practically 9% millions.
From Mexico the imports have grown
from 1834 millions in 1897 to ap-
proxiMately.67 millions in 1907, an
Increase of about 200 per cent, and
the exports thereto from 23% mil-
lions to about 615 millions, an increase
of 175 per cent. From Cuba the lire
ports have grown from 18% millions
In 1897 to approVmately 97 millions
in 1907, an increaxe of about 100 per
cent, while the exports thereto have
grown from 81/4 millions to approxi-
mately 49 millions, an increase of
nearly 600 per cent. From Porto
Rico the imports have grown from a
little more than 2 'million dollars in
1897 to eonelderahly more than 22
millions In 1907, an increase of about
1,000 per cent, while the exports
thereto have grown from slightly less
than 2 millions in 1897 to practically
25 millions in 1997, an increase of
about 1,100 per cent. From Central
America as a whole the imports have
grown from A% millions in 1897 to a
little more than 15 millions In 1967,
an increase of RO pot cent, and the
lexports thereto from slightly less
than ft millions In 1897 to 26% mil-
lions In 1907, an apparent increase
1
1907, and cigars, from a little lees
than 2 million dollars in 1897 to
about 4 millions in 1907. Front
Brazil the chief impiorts ere coffee
INDEPENDENCE DAY.
We hail the glorious Fourth with
glad acclaim. We will be closed to
celebrate like all loyal citizens.
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are of great agricultural im-
plements, cotton goods, tad iron and





The late Theodore Tilton, who
boasted that he had never had a pipe,
cigar or cigarette in his mouth, used
to declare that the most inveterate
smoker he ever knew was Sojourner
Truth, the famous freedwoman re-
former and lecturer. He was wont
to tell how one day, when the ven-
erable dame, theu about 910 years
old, was on a visit to his house, she
sat smoking her pipe by the chimney
corner, when Illoorge W. Bungay, the
author of several eloquent anti-bi-
beet.° tracts, called to bee her.
"Aunt Sojourner," he mild, "I re-
vere your character, but I deplore
your smoking, for it will keep you
forever out of heaven."
"Lawkes, honey, how so?" he
asked.
"Because, aunty," he rejoined,
-you know that, according to the
Good Book, nothing eutereth there
that defileth Now, how do you ex-
pect to get into heaven with your
breath defiled by tobacco?"
"I,awkes. honey," answered the old
negresee "when I go to heaven I
'speet to leave my bror behind me!"
—New York Tribune.
4111••••••••-
A raA HAM LINCOLN
was a man who, against all odds,
attained the highest honor a man
could get in the United States. Bal-
lard's Horehound Syrup has attain-
ed a 'place never equalled by any
other like remedy. It is a sure cure
for (toughs, Colds. Bronchitis, In-
fluenza and all Pulmonary diseases
Every mother should keep supplied
with this wonderful cough medicine.
Sold by all druggists.
The longer a man's head, the less
notice he requires to get it into work-
ing order.
COADENSED STATEMENT OF TH
_
OF PADUCAH, RENTOCKY:j
At Close of Business ,Lu.ese 1907.
eillIESOUBCES.




Government Bonds  50,000.00
Other„Stocks and Bonds  17,700.00
Merchandise Account  14,345,82
Banking Rouse Furniture and Fixtures  17,000.00
Treasurer U. S. 5 per cent Fund  2,300.00
Other Real Estate  12,075.25







Semi-Annual Duty  123.00
Deposits '109,495.15





GEO. C. THOMPSON, President, ED L. ATIelidg, Cashief.
The Best Carriage I
Service in Paducah,
You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give prunit pereonal at-
etelitiott at all thltatti
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee thein as represented. Call and See them.
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
Livery and Boarding Bare.
I NC OR PO RAT ED
Fourth Street and Kentucky Avenue.
It,is better to be rich than brainy, 
for you can hire some other fellow's 




Fo" beautifying your yards and
estimates on flower beds we
will call and see you. Phone
•Schmaus Bros. for the largest
and most complete stock of
flowers and plants in the city.
Free delivery to any












Of Paducah, Ky., at the Close of Business June 29th, 1907.
RESOURCES.
Notes and bills receivable  $509,060.57
Mortgages '72.622.78
Bonds  32,595.00




Demand loans  j 64,855.60
Exchange for clearing  22,448.80
Due from banks  185,718.18






Surplus fund  25,000.00
Undivided profits ' . •t.i 33,139.93
Rills rediscounted  3,964.66
Tax fund  1,989.91
DEPOSITS 
Total 
The thirtpeighth consecuti▪ ve, eerni.annual. dividend, 5 per cent, was
this day decared and credited to stock holders.
W. F. PAXTON, President R. RUDY, Cashier.
  $944,154.20
8
Wade Brown Earle Joynea
BROWN & JOYNES COAL Co.
Agents for
NORIONVILLE AND PITTSBURfi COAL
Nortonville Coal
Lump, per bushel . .
Nut, per bushel . . .
• . 13c
. . . 12c
Pittsburg Coal
Lump, per bushel . . . . 14c
Cord Wood and Kindling




etas▪ a . the prise fighters.
Prom the Om, ye of the ring the
KLIOCk-Ont blow used for the jaw,
the temple or the j vela. Stomach
punchee yens thrown it weeworry and
weary the lighug, but if a scitIntfic man
had told one urthe old lighters that the
most vulnerable spot. was the region 4%
the stomach, he'd have laughed at him
for an ignoramus, Dr. Pierce is bringing
*to t e public a parallel fact; that
ma is the most vulnerable organ
out of e p ring as well as Nett., We
,throats, feet aelunge,
but the se are utterly indiTer-
tnt to, until dise the,solar plexus
teed knocks us out. eleke yourpVitagh
erW and jtrOng by• the use of IicL_
a (.he- , ca) cover "Si.
an ... • . re fl t you .o r-
soot. "Got. is ca 9 scovery
stomach." Indigestion, or
liver, bad, thin and im-
other diseases of the or-
and nutrition.
Medical Discovery" has a
effect upon all mucous
hence cures catarrh, no
located or what stage it
In Nasal Catarrh it
the Passages with Dr.
Remedy fluid While using
"as a constitutional rem-
"Golden Medical Diecov-
ediseases, as of the
bladder and other pelvic
plain to you if you will
of extracts from the writ-
medical authorities, vi-
and explaining
properties. It is mailal
Address Dr. R.V. Pierce,
Thfir booklet gives all the
into Dr. Pierce's
which it will be seen that
not a drop of alcohol, pure,
glycerine being used instead.
great thousand-page illus-
Sense. Medical Adviser
paper-bound, for 21 °He-
































































you know the place? If not,
pleasure has euffered. Take a
trip, a mental 'little journey
Muskoka by asking for that
Muskoka Folder issued IV
Grand Trunk Railway *System—
a large map, lots of views,
a fund of facts. Take the journey
evening after supper with your
and children. Then slam the
on the doctor for 1907 by tak-
your family on a real journey
the Muskoka district this
Less than a day's journey
principal American cities. The
Family Resort. For all partic-
and-haindsomerillusiterited pub-
free, apply to W. Robinson,
Park Building, Pittsburg, Pa.
do you love to be called in
morning?" asked the lady who
about to engage a new girl. "I
has to be, mum," replied the
"unless you happens to
me."—Yonkers Statesman.
can do little for humanity
the saving salt of humor.
men talk so much they can

















„,du: unickest Cure for all
RUP. and LUNG TO














60aL Tabl . unsurpassed.
13111AMER
Leaves Pailueab
landings at 8 a.
'opt Sunday.





I. A. Fowler General
Given Fowler,






Fowler and John 8
Paducah for Evans
at 11 a. m.
rate now in of
to Evansville and
Elegant musks on the
DICK FOWLER
for Cs ire and we)




music and table tin
informal's% apply tc
Pass. /Sent. ot
City Pass. Agent, a'
ugh & Co's. ease
II.
..--.




',revel% Paducah for Tennessee Hirer
Every Wednesday at 4 p. tn.
A, W. ...........Master
EUfiENE ROBINSON Clerk
This company Is not responsible
for Invoice diarges unless colleted by
the clerk Of the boat
Special excursion rates from Mirth
esti to Waterloo. Fare for the round
trip Leaves Padiumb every
Wednesday t 4 It. M.
4;1 •
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TALL. strougly built man, aged
about forty-five, but looking
older by reason of his grizzled
hair and a face seamed with
hardship, a man whose prominent eyes
Imparted an air of alert intelligence to
an otherwise Leavy and brutal counte-
nance disfigured by a broken nose,
stood on the north side of the Mlle
End road and looked fixedly across the
street at a tine building which dwarfed
be mean houses on' either hand.
He had no need to askewhat it was.'
Carved in stone over the handsinne
arch which led to an interior covered
court was its title, "The Mary Anson
Home For Destitute Bel's." A date
followed, a date ten years old.
The observer was puzzled. He gazed
up end down, the wide thoroughfare
with the mnuuer of one who asked
himself:
"Now, why was that built there?"
A policeman strolled leisurely along
the pavement, but to him the man ad-
eteessed no question. Apparently un-
cottscious of the constable's observant
glance, he still continued to scrutinize
the great pile of brick and stone which
thrust its splendid eampanile Into the
warm sunshine of an April day.
Beneath the name was an inscription:
"These are they whicb passed
through great tribulation."
• A queer smile did not improve the
mailer expression as he read the text.
"Tribulation! That's it," he contin-
ued. "I've had ten years of it. And it
started somewhere about the end of
that fine entrance too. I wonder, where
Sailor is, and that boy. He's a Man
now, mebbe twenty-six or so, if he's
alive. Oh. I hope he's alive! I hope
he's rich and healthy and engnged or
married to a nice young Woman! If
I've lettlifiged to live- ine purmitory for
ten long years, a youngster like him
should be able to pull through with
yenth and strength and a bagful of
diamonds."
Without turning his head he became
aware that the policeman had Milted
at some little distance.
"Of course I'N e got the mark on me,"
said the man savagely to himself-,
"He's spotted me all right. Well. I'll
let bins gee I don't care for him or any
of his breed. -I never did care, and It's
too late to begin now."
He crossed the road, passed between
two line iron gates standing hospitably
open and paused at the door of the por-
ter's lodge, where a stalwart commis-
sionualre met him.
"Have you called to see one of the
boys?" said the official cheerfully.
"No: I'm a stranger. It's ft good
many years sinee I was in these parts
before. In those days there used to
be a mews here and some warehouses
at the back, with a few old situps"-
"Oh, I expect so. but that is long be-
fore my time. The Misty Auson home
was founded ten years ago, and it took
two years to build. It's one of the fin-
est charities in London. Would you
like to look round?"
"Is that allowed?"
"Certainly. Everybody is welcome.
If you go in by that side door there.
you'll find an old num who has noth-
ing to do but take visitors to the chief
departments. Mess your heart, we
lose hnlf our boarders that way. Peo-
ple come here, see the excellences of
the training we glee and offer situ-
time to boys who are old enough."
The man appeared to be surprised by
the eotemlasionnalre's affability. He
did not know that civility and kind-
ness were essential there if any em-
ployee would retain an excellent post.
He passed on, measuring the teasel
latrd court with a backward taveep of
the eye. In the sunlit street beyond
the arch stood the policeman. The els
itor grinned again, an unamiable and
sulky grin, and vanished.
The policeman crossed over.
"What is that chap after?" he In-
quired. ,
"Nothing special," was the answer.
"Last time be si as here the place was
a mews, he said."
"Unless I ant greatly mistaken, he
has a ticket in his pocket."
"You don't say! Do you know hint?"
"No. I'll look him up in the album
In the station when I go off duty."
"Well, he can't do any harm here.
O'Brien takes visitors over a regular
round, and. in any case, the man seem-
ed to be honest enough in his curi-
osity."
"You never can tell. They're up to
nll sorts of dodges."
"Thanks very much. I'll ring for
O'Brien's relief and tell him to keep an
eye on them, ail the old man is blind as
a bat."
Meanwhile the stranger was being
conducted up a wide 'staircase by e
somewhat tottering guide, who wore
on the breast of big uniform the Cri-
mean and Indian mutiny tnedals.
As he hobbled in front he told, with
a strong Irish brogue, the familiar Sto-
ry of the Mary Anson home-how ,t
fed, lodged and clothed 600 boys of
British parentage born in the White-
chapel district: lvesv It taught them
trade* and follovreW their careers wee
fostering care; bow it never refused n
meet or it warm sleeplug place to any
boy. no Matter where be came from or
what his nationality, provided he stele-
fied the superintendent that he was
ren"y destitute or needed his small
c' eital for trading purposes next day.
The great trentral hall where the MO
-regular Inmates ate their meals, the
dormitories, the playgrounds, the drill
shed and gyennardunt, the workehope,
the liPrari, the. theal*r, were 0 point-
ed out, but the big man with the star-
ing eyes was not interested one jot in
any of these things.
"Who was Mary Amour he asked.
when the well worn tale was ended.
"and how did aim come to build such a
fine place Lere?"
"Ale ye may well ax that," said old
O'Brien. -Sure, she didn't build It at
all at all. Site was a poor wieldy nein'
atone-st one son, Mr. Philip that Is
now. She watt' a born lady. but ehe
kern dowu in the worruld fuel died, for-
lorn an' forgotten, in a little shanty in
Johnson's; Mews, as it wan called in
those days." ,
"I remember it well.",
"Ye de. ee? Melee- ye know toy oule
Shop, the marine store near the en-
trance to the court?"
"Yea".
"Arena, ye don't tell me so. Me eyes
are mann' wake. au' I can't make out
yer face. What's yer name?"
"Oh, I'm afraid we didn't know one
another. I can't recall your name.
though I recollect the shop well enough.
But, if Mrs. Anson thee so poor. bow
Wall her S311 able to set this great 'Iowa
on its legs? It must have cost a mint
of money."
"Fafx, ye're right Quarter of a mil-
lion what afore there was a boy under
Its rot And they say it costs fefetiet)
year toMeep ir gain'. But Mr. Philip
would find that and more to delight the
soul of the mother that's dead. Sure
aisy for him, in a way. Isn't be
the Diamond Klag!"
"The Diamond King! Why is he call-
ed that r
"D'ye mane to say you nivver- Man
alive, what part of creation did ye live
in that ye didn't hear tell of Mr. Philip
Anson. the boy who discovered an ex-
tra spishul diamond mine of lea oWn,
5 "one Iidi Where? Attie, now,
what's wrong wid ye?"
For the stet:nor was seftly using
words which to O'Brien's dull ears
sounded very like a string of curses.
"I'm sorry," growled the other with
an effort. "I've been to Africa, au' I
get retch a spasm now an' then in my
liver that I can hardly stand."
"That's no way to cure yourself-
prof:min' the name of the Almighty,"
tried O'Brien.
"No. I'm sorry, I tell you. But
about this boy"-
"There's no more to see now, If ye
piaze. That's the way out."
• O'Brien was deeply offended by the
langansen used beneath a roof hallowed
by the name of Mary Angie. The
sightseer had to go. and quickly. An-
other commissionnaire, who was ob-
serving them from a distance, came up
and nseed O'Brien what the stranger
was talking about
--"Ye nivver beard sich a blaggare,"
said the old man indignantly. "I was
In the middle of tellin' hint about Mr.
Philip, when he began to curse like
ould Nick himself."
In the Mile End read the rawboned
person who betrayed such excitement
found the' polteeman awaiting him.
He sprang on to a 'bus and purposely
glared at the officer In a way to attract
his attention. When at a safe dis-
tance he put his fingers to his nose.
The constable am tied.
"I knew I was right," be said. "I
(lona need to look twice at that sort
of customer."
And he entered the Mary Anson
home again to ask the porter what had
taken place.
It was an easy matter for Jocky
Mason. trimmed from Portland prison
on ticket of leave, after serving the
major portion of a sentence of four-
teen years' pellet nwetude-the man
he assaulted had dMd, and the ex-





We take pleasure to announo-
ing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
ooly, as nearly every one now
knows, but for Use in the arts
and mechanics It is the most
economical andsatisfactory fue
known. 1
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
also burns without any of its
offensive odor. Next time try I
it in your thaling dish or alco-
hol heater; It will be a revela-
tion to you. Be Sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it.
Seth Phones 736.
ISO % pt. and bottle; em rebate
for bottle.
$6C I pt. and bottle; lOc rebate
for bottle.
36C 2 pt. and bottle: Ric rebate
for bottle.,,
S. 11. WINSTEAD
Prompt Service im Telephone Orders.
Seventh alitTBPJldway.
ascertain the 'salient facts of Phil-
ip Anson's later career.
It was known to most men. He was
biographee briefly in "Who's Who"
and had often supplied material for a
coltunn of miesip In the newspepers.
Every free library held books contain-
ing references to him.
It !les quite impossible that the
source of his great wealth should re-
main hidden for V thee. In one way
and another it leaked out, and he be-
came identified with the ragged youth
who created a sensation in the dock of
the Clerkenwell eolice station.
But this was years later, and the
clever wanlpulation of Mr. Abingdon,
aim his astute agent, and of Mr. Isaac-
stein, as his representative In the dia-
mond trade, completely frustrated all
attempts to measure the true extent
of the meteor's value.
-For now Philip owned a real dia-
mond mine in South Africa, he had a
tine estate in Sussex, a house in Piirk
lane, 'a sueerb seagoing yacht, a chi-
liery in Yorkshire and vast sums in-
vested lu hind and railways. The
Intent value of his gents had been con-
verted into money earning capital.
Mr. Abinedou pneed himself to be
a very able busin.ses man. When the
adrainiatratiou of Philip's revenue be-
are too heavy a task for his uruikled
aboulders, he organized a capital es-
tate tams, with well trained inteyers.
engineere and account:tuts to conduct
its various departments, while he kept
up an activ supervision of the whole
uutil Philip quitted his university awl
was old enough to begin to bean some
portion of the burden.
They agreed to differ on this impor-
tant question. Philip was fond of
travel and adventure. With great dif-
ficulty his "guardian" kept him out of
the army. but compromised the matter
by allowing the young millionaire to
rosin about the odd corners of the
world in his yacht for eight months of
the year, provided he spent four
months of the season in London and
Sussex attending to affairs.
In this Month of April he was living
In his town house. In Juli he would
go to Fairfax hall, in August to ,Scot-
land and a month later would joyfully
fly to the Forth, where the Sea 'Maiden
awaited him.
Title lady, whose waist measured
eighteen. feet across and whose length
was seventy feet, with a fine spread
of canvas and auxiliary steam, was the
only siren able to charm hint.
lie was tall now and strongly built,
with something of the naval officer in
hie_ handsoree resalgte face and well
set up figure. As a hobby he had tae-
en out a master mariner's certificate,
and he could navigate his own ship in
the teeth of an Atiantle gale. Fie loved
to surround himself with Mende. most-
ly Oxford men of his year, but he met-
eor:I entertained ladies, either on board
the Sea Maiden or in either of his two
fine mansioes.
He avoided society in its general ac-
ceptance. refused all overtures to mix
In polities, took a keen delight In mine
his great wealth to alleviate distress
anonymously and earned a deserved
reputation as a "bear" among the feW
match 'ranking mammas who managed.
to make his acquaint:wee.
In other resp..ets as the boy was se
was the man-the saute downright
cha'rarter, the same steadfast devotien
to his mother's memory, the same re-
lentless adherence to a course already
(heeded on and the same whole hearted
reciprocity of friendship.
As he stood in his drawing room be-
fore dinner on the evening of the day
Jocky Mason revisited the locality, if
not the surroundings, of his capture
Philip's strong face wore an unwonted
expresaion of annoyance. lie walked
to and fro front end to end of the beau-
tiful room, pausing each time he reach-
ed the window to gaze out over the
park.
A servant, who entered for the pur-
pme of turnips... on the electric lights
and lowering the blinds, was bidden al-
most impatiently to wait until Philip
and his guests were at dinner.
A I i'lograIII came. Anson opened it
nue reed:
Was dressing to come to your place
when Grainger telegrapited for roe to act
sierrit: abstituto Lincoln quarter sessions.
blunt g, down at once. FOX.
"No answer," he said, adding to him-
l
c
"That's better. Fox's caustic humor
wonke have worrie#1 me tonight. I wish
aldnetton would come. I am eager to
tell him what has happened."
None punctuality was one of Mr.
Abingdon's many virtues. At half past
7 to the tick his brougham deposited
him at the door.
The two met with a cordial greeting
that showed the close ties of mutual
:moll fellowship and respect which
I.'und them together.
"Fox won't he here, said Philip.
"Grainger has broken down-Ill health.
I suppose-and wired for him to go to
.f.111C01 11. "
"Alt, that's a lift for Fox. He is a
i'lever fellow, and if he manages to
tell the jury a joke or two he will in-
fluence #1 verdict as unfairly as any
luau I know"
(Continued in Next Issue.)
THE SMILE
that won't come off, appears on ha
by's face after one bottle of White's
Cream Vermifuge, the great worm
medicine. Why not keep that smile
on baby's face. If you keep this
medicine on hand you will never see
anything else but smiles on his face.
Mrs. /5--. Blackwell, Okla., write*:
"My baby was peevish aild fretful.
Would not eat and I feared he would
die. I used a bottle of White's
Cream vermifuge and he has not
had a sick day since.
Sold by all druggists.
"A tramp fell into the water tank
of a locomotive and rode twenty-sev-
en miles without being discovered."
"Was he unconscious when found?"
"No. Unrecognisable." — Cleveland
Plain Dealer. •
--- -
A lullaby ig see, eeng that keeps
,a whole netgbiee sae] awake wee,
It puts one kind t.,
I a grain of the mask Will scent




filo in This Instance Owner of Grim
Mare les-este Like Cheraw of
l'olor.
Washington, 1). C., July 5.--The
meat inspection law has Involved
Marion Dorset in a peck of trouble.
Although a dignified and entirely in-
offensive scientist, Dorset came just
as near to arrest as a man can come
without landing in the coop. And It
all came from a coat of indelible ink
which ornaments a certain lazy horse.
In Dorset's laboratory the chemists
had taken from a barrel nearly all
the ink, and the scientist directed a
colored man to set the barrel out In
the alley. His instructions were im-
plicitly followed and the barrel wee
tilled up with" water, also according
to instructions. Now, it happened
that the ink in the bottom of that
barrel was. noted for being as indeli-
ble as Ink can be made. It was such
Ink as is used for stamping carcasses
since. the meat inspectiou law went
into effect, and the government in-
spectators guarantee • that anything
which they stamp with that ink stays
stamped.
Now, the barrel which had been
set out in the alley was leaky, and
the water, having become nicely
mixed with the ink, ran down into
the alley and formed a pool. Along
to that pool came a poor, lean, tired
looking horse which was white in
color, lie looked longingly at that
pretty pool, and for hint to contem-
plate was to act. So he got down
and reeled, and then he rolled some
more.
Presently along came the owner of
the animal, a German. And when he
saw his once white horse now a beau-
tiful indelible purple his anger knew
no limit. He hunted up the neigh-
borhood policeman and told his tale
of woe. Then they hunted up Dor-
set, and the copper wanted the name
of the man who put that barrel in
the alley, Dorset refused to tell.
The policeman hunted up the ser-
geant, and the two officers of the law
gave Dorset a limited time in which
to give the name, threatening arrest.
Dorset was getting pretty, nervous
and nought advice. He was deter-
mined not to give up the name of the
innocent colored man, but he didn't
want to be. arrested. Finally he
sought -advice and helm- and an ap-
peal to the captain of the police pre-
cinct saved the day.
Dorset is well known as a scientist
and is a prominent member of the
bureau of animal industry. The bath
of the horse promises to give further
evidence of the fine quality of the ink
used by meat inspectors, for it is de
dared that the German's horse will has used Ballard's Snow Liniment is
never again be entirely white, a living proof of what it does. All
we ask of you is to get a trial bottle.
Price 25c 50c and $1.00. Sold by
all druggists.
Great Summer Disci,
Call, write, or phone for CATALOGUE and full particular,. Special.
SUMMER DISCOUNT NOW ON. POSITIONS eccured or Mt iNV HACH
DRAUCHON'S iBlitASCITNItig COLLEGES
214 IS years' success. Aciiirees Draueliesiee Practical litmiuese
College Co., Incorporated.
1
 GRAYsoN SPRINGS KY.
Most noted waters and baths in America -. '
THE IDEAL PA/NILY RESORT
Electric lighted, Steam heated. Capacity WO guests.
No Mosquitoes, No Malaria, Twenty Distinct Springs
BATHS-Sulphur, Mud, Vapor anti NI ,,ssa,.re.
AN' ":iENIENTS-Ilaneing, Bowling, Beliards. Teenis, Bunting.
Fishing.
Rain 11 11 110 50 per week, $25 is 137.50 per until. *dal Rates to families, Parties act
Children. Reduced Retied Top Rates of efi 40 ever One Centre Ulan
mekicke OWNER1311) MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS, KT.
ammorr.  -imam
BREEZES 
Can be enjoyed in sale deIi8M
on the STI, STLAMS SIP MANITOU
OR COMFORT, REST AND PLEASURE
It offers an unequalle opportunity
fret Class Only-Passeneor 3rvIce Exclusively
Modern remtorta, bleetrir lightinc a.. e;est t Malt Kra irmd for people
all', travel right. Thee,. balll ass Wort te•iwees Chicago, Feral,fort, Charlevoix, Petonta7. Mara*, btsrlos• and Marti...* Lanaiamnarting (or Derrell., Bseslo. Duluth and all Fosters audCassabas Potato, Ask 110.0•11 r week-end Tr5po tor Cs....Men. For T.rma. Sachet. •rmi ftwonrrationn, aldrom.
8E1101.211E1W S. P. A. Mandell Steam/his Co., Chicago
me. 
Catholic-, Protestants and Jews. All
this, he contends, has no effect, be-
cause the good man tells the truth
and the bad man tells what he likes,
oath or no oath. "The spirit of the
age and the undeniable fact that cago News.
there are in every community good
men who are agnostics and to whom
an oath smacks of hypocrisy sere
reasons why the ancient injunction,
'Swear not at all.' should be heeded."
To replace the oath the writer pro-
poses a "declaration on honor and
conseience to tell the truth." Incer-
In Russia the poetoffice is part of
the military sylitein, and tee post-
man, therel'ore, is nder a discipline
as strict as army rule.
porated in this declaration should be •
a clause to the effect that the witness
knows that he will be punished if he 
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
look Binding, Bank Work, Legal
and Library Work a specialq,
is defected in making a false state-
ment. The judge closes his article
with these words: "The oath bee
no paws. enorts  of Out
with it!" New York Tribune.
YOUR LIVER
Is out of order. You go to heij in a
4bad humor and get up with a bad
taste in your mouth. You want
something to stimulate your liver.
Just try Herbine, the liver regulator.
A positive cure* for Constipation.
Dyspepsia and all liver complaints.
Mrs. F—. Ft. Worth, Texas, writes:
"Have used Herbine in my family
for years. Words can't express what
I think about it. Everybody in
my household are happy and well,
and we owe it, to Herbine."
Sold by all druggists.
The Useless Oath,
Judge Paul Albers, of Breslau, Ger-
man)', has published an article on
the subject of "The Oath." in which
he takes a strong stand against the
erevailing custom of administering
an oath to persons who are called
upon to testify in courts of justi'c'e.
The writer tells of the (-Flanges whtch
have been made in the manner of
taking the oath and how, in order to
make the ceremony impressive, vari-
ous methods had to be employed for
DR. 0. R. KIDD
Office 201 1-2 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Telephones: Office 2 30; residence,
9S7.
Office Hours: 8 to 9 a. me 2 ta
a. rn: App.-lays, 2 to 3 p. m
Our Quick SerYice
Prescription Depar t ment
For the convenience of our
satrona we have equipped our-
Selves especially for prompt and
efficient prescription service.
We have two bicycle messen-
gers; on duty all the time and a
hurry call to Phone "4": will meet
with a burry response always.
Our Prescription Department
Is in charge of a Registered
Pharmacist of twenty years' ex-
perience, and only pure and full
strength drugs are used in the
Compounding of prevriptionte
Everything is done just as care-
fully as if you knew all about
the business and were there to
watch each operation. We be-
lieve that kind of service is ap-
preciated; the rapid growth of
our business shows it.
Se' next time the doctor Icavea
a prescription at you? house, Just
step to the phone and call
Will J. Gilbert
4th and Broadway
Either In  No, 77.





knows that Ballard's Snow Liniment
has no superior for ,Rheumatism.
Stiff Joints, Cuts, Sprains, Lumbago
and all pains. Buy it, try it and you
will always use it. Anybody who
ei
A boy's idea of a hero is another
boy who runs away front home,. 
NEWSTATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL,
D. A. Bailey, Prop,
fewest and best hotel in the city.
Rates $2.00, Two large • sample
rooms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights.




Mabel (aged d)—Ain't you
of our big dog? The parson (very
tbinl-a-No, my dear. He would not
make much of a meal off me. Mabel




Riles $t a thy. Everything 0
Mrs. J. L Loam, hiptietren.
LEE LINE STEAMERS
Round trip excursion rates
from Paducah to Cinch] mu
St. Louis and Nleniphis, which
AIM as follows:
Paducah to Cincinnati and
return  $11.00
St. Louis  1.50
Memphis   7.50
0. F. ?MUM, Agent
Office Richmond Houle.;
Telephone 66-13,
••-• •• •"4"."0.•11:71711111`, 
Enjoy
the Delidail,
of a Lake Trip
Speo.1 your vacation on the Great
Lakes sari travel via the large, rate
and comfortable steamers of the
D. C. Line. Your loin.1 ticket Agri,'
sell you through tickets Oa the
D. it C. Line to all Great Lake It.'-
aorta A mammoth new t. ....Amer cost
/nit $1.250A10.00 will be in
between Detroit arid Clertra.id for
55*8011 190t.
0 & C TIME TABLELASS 5515 DIVISION .MACKINAC ctivilinorrLowe Det....it dre'y  10.30 P. All. tot.Totrde Mondays & •Saturlayr 9.30 A. es.Anivir CIO, .14,4 &lay s  30 A. M. •Tursgart & Trwrsdays 4 00 P. M.Lamer ClItY •Irnd drity 10  Is P. M. LcDrtuiii Mondays &•Satu•days 5.00 P. If.Antra Dot, et day S  30 A. M. Wselneselays & Fr, days 9.30 A. U.Toss Tripa per wort soottinemolag Joao Illti.Tri-Sresk'v rtavtight Trips betvrems flptroit aad Clevelasel darns* July sad Aurae& Prom &meMb to be seqabet loth IS. C. A T. Lae still op. rats day sorra* daily hermssacirr.tradt. erwsearysad Toledo
amid a to, 1V., .tarrp for illustrated pamphlet. Adshotia L. G. Lewin, fl..P. A., Detroit. 31,,5.DETROIT a CLEVELAND NAV. CO. rbUIP IL Ikailb.• Pre,, Ii. A- Saltartss 4441 MIT.
Angamengemamesam,
For a tonic or stimulant there is
nothing sUperior to the
Early Times
Jack Beam
as it is aged- .-1;), a natural
process. Read .the government
stamp—shows nine summers old.
Sold everywhere. •
$5.00 Boys' and Children's Suits now $4.00
$6.00 Boys' and Children's Suits now..- 4.80
116.50 Boys' and Children's Suits now 5.20
$7.50 Boys' and Children's Snits now 6.00
18.00 Boys' and Children's Suits now. 6.40
19.00 Boys' and Children's Suits now 7.20
$1.0 Boys' and Children's Snits now. - 8.00
Clearance Sale Prices
Are Strictly Cash
Blue and Black Suits Are Also Included.
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
00/4 /NA- n, "/e// f f#A 1 N.
We Announce Our Semi-Annual Clearance Sale II
tp DUO






°)(B°0 TWENTY PER CENT DISCOUNT
On All Men's and Young Men's Three Piece Suits,
Boys' and Children's Clothing.
C L....TH ES
CLOTHES
ItAD WEATHER FORCES REDUCTIONS-Like every other mercantile establishment in Am
erica, we have been
patiently waiting for three months for a spring that has never come. Now it is gone and, naturally, we 
are overloaded with
, •
merchandise. It has to be sold this season, so we are forced to face a situation which we cannot
 avoid. With winter extending into
summil,the spring trade has faltered heartlessly and there is no alternative with us save an immediate and 
radical reduction, which
we have debtrmined to make with a whole heart, minus expressed regrets. Beginning, therefore, tomorrow w
e have removed the
profit and taken in addition a loss on all our Men's and Young Men's Three Piece Suits, Boys' and Children's 
Clothing, including
blues and blacks. It is needless for us to further impress you with our high grade clothing. That fact you 
well know already.
This offer includes the celebrated ROXBORO, ATTERBURY SYSTEM, HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX,
 as well as every other reputa-
table line handled by this house. Not a singily three piece suit in the house is  exempted from this offe
r. It is sweeping in every particular. 
$40.00 Three Piece Suits now $32.00
$35.00 Three Piece Suits now. $28.00
$3000 Three Piece Suits now $24.00
$27.50 Three Piece Suits now .... $22.00
$25 00 Three Piece Suite now .... $20.00
$2? 50 Three piece Suits now ... ..... $18.00
$20 00 Three Piece Suits now.... $16.00
II 
{ Blue an-ci Black Suits Are
,3eidoyer-cfficp
$1.50 Boys' and Children's Suits now $ 1.20
$2 00 Boys' and Children's Suite now........_____ 1.60
$2.50 Boys' and Children's Suits now.... 2.00
$1 00 Boys' and Children's Suits now....._.- 2.40
$3.50 Boys' and Children's Suits now _____ 2.80
$4.00 Boys' and Children's Snits now 3.20
$4.50 Boys' and Children's Suits now..._...... 3.60
1
20 leern t Discount
On Our Entire Stock of
FANCY VESTS
For the next 10 (lays we otter you choice
of our entire stock of Fancy and Wash
Waistcoats at a dirc)unt of 20 per cent
from the regular price.
See Window Display.
II 
$18.00 Three Piece Suits now  $14.40
$16.50 Three Piece Suits now  $13.20
$15.00 Three Piece Suits now $ 1 2.00
$10.80
$12.50 Three Piece Suits now  $ 1 0.00
$10.00 Three Piece Suits now $8.00
$7.50 Three Piece Suits now........................-$6.00
$13.50 Three Piece Suits now
,s4eSoyecificp
An Interesting EVent Which is Sure to
Attract the Attention of Paducah Mothers
Now is the time to buy the boy a new suit. Many of the lines in the Boys'
Shop, like those for the men, are uabroken, and ycu have this season a largf r
variety to select from, at cut prices, than you have ever had before. Our sug-
gestion it that you corm: early, before the choice things are sold. We quote
toe accompanying prices which will prevail in the Boys' Shop.
Clearance Sale Prices
Are Strictly Cash
Also Included.
Established 1868
II
A
